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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The purpose of this report is to provide general guidance

for assessing damaged waterfront facilities and to recommend

methods of expedient repair. This will allow the shipment of

supplies for military troops in a Theater of Operations (TO) to

continually function. The information that was developed is an

answer to military and non-military damage inflicted upon the

O* waterfront facility.

This is in response to the identification of war damage, by

the Naval Maritime Strategy, as a critical Naval Construction

Force (NCF) capability. Limited planning has been done to

identify mission objectives and operation requirements for

advanced base waterfront facilities. Expedient damage assessment

and repair techniques are to be addressed.

1.2 SCOPE

The scope of this investigation includes a review of

* available publications to identify methods and materials used in

previous damaged facilities. Specific purposes were to provide

identification of mission objectives and operational

requirements, including required restoration times;

identification of repair replacement con,.epts, including those

requiring further development.
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1.3 SUMMARY

Expedient damage assessment and repair of waterfront

facilities has had limited planning to identify mission

objectives and operation requirements. This study examines

present damage assessment and repair techniques and elaborates on

new systems which can be incorporated into the damage repair

scheme.

The areas which are examined are types of damage that can

occur to the waterfront facility, damage assessment, and repair

method. Special attention is given to new methods concerning

each area of discussion.

4 1.4 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from this study:

o The requirements for waterfront damage repair are

inherent in the Strategic Sealift Mobility programming

of ships necessary to sustain deployed forces but they

are not specifically stated.

o Procedure guidelines need to be developed for

waterfront damage assessment operations.

0 Utilities and cargo transfer systems are presently not

covered under waterfront damage assessment operations.

o The use of artificial ihtelligence is not incorporated

I into the present damage assessment scheme.

o The construction force which is delegated to the r-ol

1-2I
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operation does not stockpile or have pre-constructed

modular repair packages.

o Repair concepts from other areas of design need to be

inteqrated into present repair methods.

o Existing removal/repair equipment needs to be upgraded

to involve available new commercial systems for use in

waterfront damage repair.

o Engineers must work with second hand information in the

area of underwater assessment, therefore clear, color

.-. " pictorials are very important.

o The requirements for waterfront damage repair are
inherent in the Strategic Sealift Mobility programming

of ships necessary to sustain deployed forces but they

are not specifically stated.

o It is impractical to procure, ship, and stock pile

damage repair material and equipment at each advance
base. The indigenous resources should be investigated

and identified so as repair methods can be formulated

using the available material and equipment.

o Training the NCF how to do waterfront damage repair

requires an approach that will appeal to the

educational level of the expected military personnel

available. Since most of personnel have been exposed

to video games, an educational tool can be devised that

would combine the visual display with the challenge of

completing the repair with nat:.rial and equipment at

hand within the shortest time possible or before

something else happens (e.g ship ready to dock,

0. supplies needed at the front, troops are in danger ot

1-3
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,' attack, etc.). This type of training could be augmented

- with some realistic training aids similar to "butter-

cup" damage control training done by the NAVY.

o Military exercises testing the capabilities of advance

base survivability, such as Salty Demo, have been

documented by a 16 Volume report. To achieve the most

%benefit from these exercises, a detailed review is
necessary to extract the "lessons learned" as they

-%i relate to waterfront repair and formulate a viable

program of investigations, corrections and testing to

*validate effectiveness of solutions prior to fleet

introduction.

o The use of knowledge based expert systems have not been

incorporated into the damage assessment and repair

methodology for damaged waterfront facilities.

1.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made as a result of this

-L study:

o The inherent requirements of continuous Advance Base

Operations to insure the timely restoration of cargo

throughput after enemy action need to be specifically

stated and actively supported.

" Assessment guidelines should be developed in a nanner

such to parallel naval 'bridge inspection and offshore

structure inspection.

o Utilities and cargo transfer systems need methods to

evaluate damage assessment and provide for expedient

repair.

5. 1-4



o Artificial intelligence should be incorporated into

underwater assessment. The use of ROY's (e.g.

miniROVER) and towed bodies (e.g. side scan sonar)

should be used in combination with diving inspection

teams. These inspection systems can be used to gather

information from small cramped areas or over wide areas

in detail.

o Repair methods presently used in other areas of

structural design, should be used in waterfront damage

repair. The methods include king post truss method,

isolation bearings and steel plate foundation.

o The use of assessment instrumentation should be

incorporated into the structure during construction.

0 Such as strain gauges, which can be used at anytime to

analyze the load carrying capacity of the structure.

o The construction force should stockpile pre-

constructed modular repair packages to be used in
several damage repair scenarios.

o Available commercial repair/removal equipment (e.g.,

waterjet cutters) should be used to upgrade

damage/removal equipment (e.g.,diamond saws) presently

being used.

o Some engineers should be qualified divers to assist the

inspection of the underwater structure and to develop

an assessment of the critical components.

o The inherent requirements of continuous Advance Base

Operations to insure the timely restoration of cargo

throughput after enemy action reed to be specifically

stated and actively supported.

1-5



o Advanced Planning of how to do waterfront damage repair
0 with indigenous resources needs to be investigated and

repair methods will be formulated using the available

material and equipment.

o Training aids that would combine real time interaction

between the student and the visual display similar to a

"video game" is needed. The challenge of completing

the repair with material and equipment at hand within

the shortest time possible or before something else

happens; e.g. ship ready to dock, supplies needed at

the front, troops are in danger of attack, etc., should

be included. This training should be augmented with

some realistic full size training aids similar to

"butter-cup" damage control training done by the NAVY.

o Review and extract the "lessons learned" as they relate

to task of the waterfront damage repair and formulate

corrections with testing necessary to validate

effectiveness of solutions.

0 The use of a knowledge based expert system should be

analyzed to be used as a planning/training tool for

waterfront damage repair.

,0.
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SECTION 2

DISCUSSION

2.1 WATERFRONT DAMAGE REQUIREMENTS

As expressed by Admiral Trost in his January 1987

Proceedings article; "Our National Defense Strategy rests on

three pillars: deterrence, forward defense, and allied

solidarity." The forward defense pillar is highly dependent of

having advance basing to support the deployed forces. The Naval

Construction Force (NCF) will establish and man the forward

logistic support base to insure sustainability of the operational

, forces. These forward base facilities are the "Force

Multipliers" as stated by LCDR McAfee in his July 1987 Military

Engineer article on "Facilities Readiness, A Strategic

Imperative". To insure these advanced bases are available when

needed, a waterfront survivability program is needed.

The Naval Maritime Strategy identifies war damage repair as

a critical NCF capability. Limited planning has been done to

identify mission objectives and operation requirements for

advance base waterfront facilities.

Waterfront damage repair is a generic operation conducted by

the NCF in time of conflict along with the facilities current

operator/owner. Little has been done to upgrade the NCF

capability to keep in step with the advance weapons that will be

used early on in any conflict to disrupt the cargo throughput.

Advanced bases that shorten the logistics supply lines in the

past were beyond the range of conventLonal weapons. Today's

smart, long range weapons will present new challenges to

2-1



repairing damaged port facilities. Damage assessment methods and

equipment must be on hand to provide data quickly, with

sufficient and accurate detail to layout repair plans that will

restore the flow of cargo. These facilities include harbor

anchorages, channels, locks, bridges, piers, jetties, material

handling equipment, utilities, storage areas, harbor utility

craft, ship repair facilities, communication/navigation controls,

and internal transportation system.

The Joint Army/Navy Strategic Mobility Program Development

and Coordination, Memorandum of Agreement signed in December

1986, includes tasks to identify a family of deployable

waterfront facilities to serve as portable ship unloading for

mobile logistics support. This would be the extreme ultimate

answer to waterfront damage repair.

NATO has produced a guide outlining the Restoration of

Facilities of Communications, Ports, and Other Critical

Installations After Hostile Action. This report examines key

areas and identifies the local responsible organizations who will

organize and prioritize the restoration operations in conjunction

with the area needs. There are no Navy specific manuals to aid

in base recovery, no equipment or repair items determined or

specified.

The idea of our fixed advanced bases sustaining operations

in conflict is very often voiced in our Maritime Strategy, but

the details of base mission restoration have not been articulated

and assigned a priority to assure timely completion. The time

phased throughput, ship turn around times, and the restoration ot

other resources necessary to sustain the mission need to be,

quantified. Predictions of potential damage are required to

assist in planning to assure tie requisitP repair maiterial ni

equipment is on hand. Then the Optratinnal Requirements bor war

damage repair of port facilities needL; to be cxpreo;zi in th,
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proper programmatic format necessary for staffing and program

status.

Figure 2-1 illustrates a work breakdown structure which

reflects the required functions and repair requirements for a

damaged waterfront.
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2.2 DAMAGE

This section details possible damage on the operating

waterfront facility. Types of damage expected are broken into

two main headings, military and non-military. Each will be

N" addressed separately.

2.2.1 MILITARY DAMAGE

The purpose of this section is to examine possible military

threats. Damage can be assumed to be minimal damage (small

damage to piles, decking, cargo equipment) to total destruction

dependent upon weapons destructive force (e.g., damage scenarios

use damage inflicted by 250 kg. general purpose bombs which
explode on impact and leave craters which average 8.4 feet in

diameter).

The use of computer generated damage simulations, such as

the Monte Carlo bomb damage computer programs, should be utilized

to assist in advanced planning. This type of simulation will

demonstrate damage scenarios which are proportional to possible

attack scenarios experienced. To further aid in the construction

of military missions, the review of previous military exercises,

such as Salty Demo, would further assist in advanced planning for

advanced military bases.

2.2.1.1 Paramilitary/Clandestine Attack

These insurgent attacks will likely be directed against such
targets as stored cargo, moored vessels and the facility

structure. There are an extelnsive array and variety of exotic,

as well as conventional weapons, that can be used by insurgent

forces. Many Third World Nations ar2 being supplied with weapons

by the Soviets and others. Suicide issions are common and

cannot be discounted when considering this threat. Some standard
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weapons used extensively in destroy and disrupt missions by

clandestine forces are mortars, rocket-type weapons such as the

bazooka, and explosive/demolition charges.
6

* 2.2.1.2 Direct Attack

The following discussion is broken into three subheadings:

air-launched, surface launched and land launched attacks. The

information is taken from Department of the Navy Report - Airbase

Survivability (ABS) Master Plan.
6

2.2.1.2.1 Air-launched Attacks

All of the major powers and many of the Third World nations

have an air force. As international crises develop in which the

U.S. is taking an active role, it is feasible that an airstrike

can be launched against one or more of our forward airbases.
Attacks can be made from low, medium, or high altitude, and from

short, medium, or long range. Targets for air attack are the

same as for clandestine attacks, but targeting for air attack

will require different intelligence. Targets will be based on

target discrimination. If a target is difficult to locate or

distinguish from the air, it is very difficult to hit. Many

a. guided weapon sensors require certain forms of target data in

order to be effective. The destructiveness of current and

projected air-launched weapons combined with the speed of modern

aircraft make this form of attack highly probable. Suicide air
S, strikes are certainly a possibility and must be considered as a

' part of the threat. Weapons that can be used range from

conventional bombs, rockets, and guns to the more exotic

* specialized guided weapons that can take out specific facilities

*. with pinpoint accuracy.

The damage that occurs, will vary in degree depending upon

the strength of the opposinq force. The types of damaqe that
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. would be seen are: cratering of the deck, pile fracture and

failure, overloading of structural members, and foundation

deterioration.

2.2.1.2.2 Surface-launched Attacks

Although surface-launched naval attacks are a lower

probability, there is still a potential threat from this type of

attack. Cruise missiles can be launched from relatively small

and speedy craft as well as from gunboats, frigates, destroyers,

cruisers, or battle cruisers. In addition to the cruise

missiles, there are conventional gun systems with special

9. projectile provisions such as armor piercing, penetration, and

persistent agents that can be used against targets.

The damage that occurs, will vary in degree depending upon

the strength of the opposing force. The types of damage that

would be seen are: cratering of the deck, pile fracture and

failure, overloading of structural members, and foundation

deterioration.

2.2.1.2.3 Land Based Attacks

U.S. Forces experienced a primitive form of land based

attack during the conflict in Vietnam. The bases were attacked

with unguided rockets launched from very simple launchers.

Although they were more harassment than destructive, they did do

some significant damage. Even in this relatively unsophisticated

environment, U.S. forces were required to revise their normal

operating routines, and to take special actions to provide for

improved protective sheltering for rersonnel, craft, and

facilities. Weapons that are available today are much more

accurate and destructive.

The damage that occurs, will vary in degree depending upon
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the strength of the opposing force. The types of damage that

would be seen are: cratering of the deck, pile fracture and

failure, overloading of structural members, and foundation

deterioration.

"" 2.3.1 NON-MILITARY DAMAGE

This category incorporates damage that is brought about by

non-military methods. This includes natural occurring incidents

* such as earthquakes, hurricanes, natural deterioration as well as

other damage such as incidents brought about by human error. The

physical properties of each will be analyzed and the effect it

- implements upon the structure.

2.3.1.1 Earthquakes

Any of the many effects of an earthquake, such as direct

seismic vibration, ground lurching, subaerial and submarine

landslides, fires, sea waves, or land level changes can cause

- extensive damage to waterfront facilities. 1  Following a seismic

occurrence the generation of a tsunami is very strong. This also

can cause severe damage and/or resulting fire to storage

facilities. Induced geological movement may cause the structure

to be unreliable for operation. Cranes may be damaged resulting

in a reduced loading/unloading capacity. An example of the

destructive force is shown by the results of the Alaskan

earthquake of 1964 which had a magnitude of 8.35 on the Richter

Scale. Many waterfront facilities were rendered practically

inoperative, such as Seward and Whittier, or destroyed.

2.3.1.2 Storms

Storms that can generate winds of 64 knots and above are

known as hurricanes in the Atlantic, typhoons in the Pacific, and

4 monsoons in the Indian Ocean. These have caused more damaqe in
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the United States over the years than any other type of natural

disaster. Winds, heavy rains, and high tides which comprise the

storm can cause major damage and loss of life. In 1900, for

example, hurricane winds of some 60 m/sec (120 knots) struck the

gulf area in the vicinity of Galveston, Texas, raising the normal

expected tidal range of 60 cm (1.96 ft) by an additional 4.6 m

(15.1 ft) or more; on top of that were 7 m (23 ft) wind waves by

the storm of which considerable damage resulted.2

This type of generated force can cause severe damage to an

operational waterfront facility. Possible inflicted damage could

be as follows: moorings may be torn causing vessels to move

• freely against other vessels and fixed facilities. Cargo

. handling facilities and equipment as well as utilities may be

damaged or destroyed. Hyper-transport of sediment may be caused

by the storm thereby leaving the facility accessible only by

ship. Careful planning and advance notice reduce storm related

* damage.

2.3.1.3 Natural Deterioration Of Structure

-. Damage in its various forms affects structural capacity by

(1) reducing or altering the net section geometry, (2) reducing

, the material strength and (3) excessively deforming the member so

that the applied load pattern is changed.

E 2.3.1.3.1 Deterioration Of Steel Structure

There are six major types and causes of steel structure

. deterioration in the marine environment: (1) corrosion, (2)

* abrasion, (3) loosening of structural connections, (4) fatigue,
. (5) overloading, and (6) loss of foundaticn material. 3
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2.3.1.3.1.1 Corrosion

Corrosion is the deterioration of a solid body through

interaction with its environment, that is, destruction through

unintentional chemical or electrochemical reaction beginnings at

- its surface.4  Both metals and nonmetals are covered by this

definition, Usually, the term "corrosion" describes the

deterioration of paint and rubber by sunlight or chemicals as

well as the destruction of metals.

There are several scenarios in which steel will corrode.

These include physical contact with dissimilar metals (galvanic

.- corrosion), stray currents from electrical machinery, small

variation in the electric potential of the surrounding

* environment, and bacterial environment. The varying corrosion

rates to be expected at differing levels of coastline have been

generalized in Figure 2-2.4 Two examples given are illustrations

-' 3-2 & 3-3 of the corrosion of a steel H-pile and of steel sheet

piles, respectively.3

MARINE
ATMOSPHERE

SPLASH ZONE

- - ----------- HIGH TIDE --

• .

LOW TIDE

QUIET
SEAWATER

MUD UNE

* I ii I I
* T/pic uI Cc se Ret, o! ST..- Mil p Year9:"J

Figure 2-2 - Typical corrosion rates for steel at various depths

in seawater (Ref. 4).
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,N, ¢CCRETE CAP I

- GENERAL DCTCEROAT*ON

M~ SPLAS4 ZONE

mUw

.

MW I

.OLES iN FLANGES

Figure 2-3 -Corrosion of steel H -pile (Ref.3).

I GENERAL
I DETERIORATION

MHW IN SPLASH ZONEi~I 4{EUKWALE
4 "1

MLW 0

MUDLINEHOLES IN STEEL

Figure 2-4 - Corrosion of steel sheet piles (Ref.3).
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Bacterial corrosion or anaerobic corrosion, caused by sulfate-

reducing bacterial is usually found in areas subject to lack of

oxygen, such as inside steel pipe piles that are not filled with

concrete. 3 This type of corrosion is more likely to be found in

polluted harbors and is generally restricted to steel members

that are buried below the mudline. Figure 2-5 illustrates

bacterial corrosion (Ref. 3).

CONCRETE CAP

% MHW

E" NVIRONMENT

S' INSIOE
PILE

MLW* a

-IRON SLJLFIOC
CORROSION

Figure 2-5 - Anaerobic corrosion of steel pipe piles (Ref.3).

2.3.1.3.1.2 Erosion

If the flow of liquid over a metal surface becomes

turbulent, the random liquid motion impinges on the surface which

removes a semiprotective film *of liquid molecules at the

O. surface/liquid interface. Due to the turbulence, additional

oxidation occurs, combined with the film removal, accelerates the
rate of corrosion. Usually, the final product of this occurrence

is a pitted surface, which weakens the strength properties of the

metal.
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The presence of solid particles or gaseous bubbles in the

liquid can accentuate the attack. Also, if the fluid dynamics

are such that impingement or cavitation attack is developed, even

more corrosion can occur.4  Erosion or erosion-corrosion details

that mechanism of accelerated attack associated with abrasion

with suspended particles such as sand. Abrasion of steel

structures is a problem because it removes both protective

coatings and protective layers of corrosion products, thus

accelerating corrosion. This type of corrosion is recognized by

the physical properties of a worn, smooth, polished appearance of

the surface.

2.3.1.3.1.3 Structural Connections

Z Structural fasteners have been known to loosen during the

life of the structure. This is usually brought about by

irregular loading, such as a vessel docking against a pier or

wharf fendering system. The cyclic action created by waves and

machinery are methods in which the fastener may be loosened.

Besides structural disassembly, fretting corrosion may be

imparted upon mated surfaces.

The rapid localized corrosion that occurs on closely fitting

surfaces in contact under a load and subject to small amplitude

(i.e., chafing or vibrating motion) is termed fretting

corrosion.4  Fretting corrosion takes the form of local surface

discoloration and deep pits. This can result in distortion and

stress concentrations in framing members.

2.3.1.3.1.4 Fatigue Failure

When a load is repeatedly applied and removed, with the

number of repetitions running into tne many thousands or up into

the millions, metal may develop cracks t',at eventually may spread

to the point where they cause tatigue failure of the member.5

K, 2-13
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Fatigue cracks are usually hairline fractures perpendicular to

the line of stress in the member. These fractures are found to

occur more often when the repeated load is tension. Fatigue

failure is more likely to occur in areas of local stress

concentrations. Such concentrations may be due to poorly made

welds, small holes, and rough or damaged edges resulting from the

fabrication processes of shearing, punching, or poor-quality

oxygen cutting. Tubular connections of offshore structures are

particularly susceptible to fatigue failure. Figure 2-6

illustrates fatigue cracks on tubular steel members (Ref. 3).

4. . r/

- / -

p.-.1
i,, . ' FAT ,G.JE

Figure 2-6 - Fatigue cracks on tubular steel (Ref.3).

2.3.1.3.1.5 Overloading

Berthing vessels as well as any other type of loading can

Scause damage to sensitive elements of the structure. Usually,

structural deformation occurs due to corrosion or impact loading.

This type of damage is generally characterized by a sharp crimp

or a warped surface as shown in Figure 2-7 (Ref. 3). igure 2-,!:.

n oillustrates a compre:;,;i,'n ovorload (Peot. 3).
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Figure 2-7 - Bending overloading of steel pile (Ref.3).
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Figure 2-8 - Compression overloading of steel pi.le (Ref.3).
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2.3.1.3.1.6 Foundation Deterioration

Fixed waterfront as well as offshore structures are subject

to scour. Scour is the removal of underwater material by wave--,

and currents, especially at the base or toe of the structure.

This can lead to accelerated corrcsion of the exposed piles is
well as decrease the load carrying capacity of the pile.

scouring is left unchecked, eventually the structure will iail.

Figure 2-9 illustrates scouring (Ref. 3).

CONCRETE CAP OI,GiNAL BOTTOM

': .EXPOSED PILES

LLA

Figure 2-9 - Foundation loss (Ref. 3).

2.3.1.3.2 Deterioration Of Concrete Structures

The choice of load bearing pile material in seawater has

• been reinforced or prestressed concrete. It provides high

capacity, rigidity, dimensional flexibility, long life and low

cost. With the proper concrete mixture, a life of 50 years is

commonly attainable.
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Eventually, concrete is attacked at the waterline. The

leaching action of endless cycles of wetting and drying breaks

down the chemical bonds that hold the materials together.

Saltwater and pollution aid the process of deterioration.

Much of the concrete deterioration which is experienced is

caused by corrosion of the steel reinforcing bar. The concrete

cracks due to the expanding corrosion product (six times the

volume of the metal from which it is formed ), creating a higher

corroding potential since the rebar is exposed to the

atmosphere.4  Cracks appear on the surface parallel to the

direction of the rebar. Complete deterioration of the local area

soon follows.

The following section will briefly discuss several methods

of concrete deterioration.

2.3.1.3.2.1 Freezing - Thawing Cycles

This is the freezing of absorbed moisture or water in porous

concrete exposed to subfreezing temperatures.3  Due to expansion

- contraction cycles, the concrete begins to crack and

disintegrate. Figure 2-10 illustrates a deteriorated concrete

pile due to freeze/thaw cycling (Ref. 3).

.4., - (.o4. W

I'S' S

Figure 2-10 - Weathering of concrete pile (Ref.3).
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2.3.1.3.2.2 Abrasion

As with steel, solid particles or gaseous bubbles suspended

in the flow of liquid accentuate the attack upon the concrete

pile. As the concrete is worn away by erosion, the rebar is

exposed creating a greater area for corrosion and structural

failure. Figure 2-11 illustrates the effect of erosion upon a

concrete pile (Ref. 3).

j C,CRETZ CAP

AAOA S ON

Figure 2-11 -Abrasion of concrete pile (Ref.3).

'

2.3.1.3.2.3 Chemicals

Inorganic bonds of the cement binder broken by environmental

agents will create corrosion of the concrete. Sulfates, amnmonium

salts, strong alkalies, weak acids, organic esters, carbon

dioxide, magnesium salts, and many other agents can destroy the

.9 binder over a period of time.4 21
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2.3.1.3.2.4 Overloading

If the load is greater than the design load bearing pile,

possible failure could occur. Pile driving can also impact an

axial loading. This, as well as operational overloading, can

impart stress factors along the pile. Figure 2-12 illustrates

stress fractures formed on an overloaded concrete pile (Ref. 3).

CO RITE CAP t

V - HAItLN( CR&CKS
£110 SPALLING

MLW

CIRCUMFERENTIAL
- - CRACKS

MLOCLINE,

Figure 2-12 - Overloading of concrete pile (Ref.3).

2.3.1.3.3 Deterioration Of Timber Piles

The deterioration of timber pilings can be attributed to

several causes, but the most comnon is attack by marine borers

and fungi in the tidal zone. Other types of deterioration are

caused by termites, splitting due to we'/dry cycles, overloading

and abrasion.
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2.3.1.3.3.1 Marine Borers

There are two main groups of marine borers: crustaceans and

.4 mollusks. The limnoria, also known as woodgubbles, are the

primary crustacean borer, while the terridines and pholads, also

known as shipworms, are two groups of the mollusk borers.

Figures 2-13, 2-14 and 2-15 illustrate the physical properties of

the borers as well as the damage that can be inflicted (Ref. 11).

Popular Lnd Damge Ciaracter st

gencrc nLmcs Appcarncc

Gnbbles 1/8 to 1/4 &nch (3 to 6 7 Pil Cap

"U.noa ,mm) long; no tubecle .

liporurm
* (Rlr.hke)

MHW

Section A-A

Wood Dest'oyed
Lnnors 1/8 to 1/4 inch (3 to 6
quadi-ipunctatis mmn) long; 4 tUbCfrCLca MLW

C -Mudline Section B-8

B

Lmnnonia 1/8 to 1/4 inch (3 to 6I
itpunctsta rm) long; 3 tubercles.

• "1 '. Ma nzice

,.4

.4

Figure 2-13 - Limnoria and Timber Damage

Characteristics (Ref. 11).
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Popula ad Damage Chatecterist1c
genezic names Appearanc

.7Shipworrmz Adults can grow I to 2
Taredo feet (30.5 ro 70cm)
nAvalis long; VS-inc h ( 12 mm)
Unix' dianieter. H

sb- hells
ahead

'p.W

Teredo pallet
Banki(spadelike)

Ietacca
Try on wormlike body uln

* siphons

B&anki&
Pallet

.t-. (fcathcrljkc)

Adults can grow 5 to 6
feet (1.5 to 1.8 M)

long; 7/8 inch (22 mm)

diameter.

Figure 2-14 -Teredo and bankia and timber damage

characteristics (Ref. 11).
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Marine borers prefer an environment which contains a high

level of dissolved oxygen and warm water temperatures. The

following Table 2-1 gives a geographic distribution.

2.3.1.3.3.2 Fungi And Rot Damage

Rot destroyed wood is evidence that some type of fungi is

present. Fungi are lower forms of plant life which rely on the

N"organic cell structure of the timber for food. In the early

stages, fungi attack is evident by discoloration and softening of

the wood accompanied by a fluffy or cottony appearance.1 1  As the

attack progresses, fungal colonies appear on the rotting timber.

Environmental factors which influence the growth of fungi in a

saltwater environment are a moisture content of over 20 % and

temperature range of 50 to 90 degrees fahrenheit.0

2.3.1.3.3.3 Insects

The most wood destructive insect Is the termite which

attacks above waterline. This insect feeds on cellular matter

contained in timber. Termites destroy the timber by digesting

all wood particles on the interior to just inside the

interior/exterior boundary of the pile. This is due to their

dislike of light. Timber usually subject to attack are placed

in, on or a few inches from the soil.

2.3.1.4 Damage Of Fendering System

Fendering systems are designed to absorb energy being

transferred from the docking vessel to the stationary pier.

Therefore, to properly design a fendering system, energy loads of

ships being used for cargo handling must be analyzed. This is to

assure that large energy loads are not transferred to the

waterfront structure. If a docking vessel transfers a large

energy load of which the fenderinq system cannot totally ih brh,
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then structural damage will occur.

2.3.1.5 Accidental Disasters

Major accidents which occur at waterfront facilities vary

upon the nature, magnitude, and location or the incident.

Previous incidents have been limited to large explosions due to

the transportation of volatile material. The area of destruction

that surrounds the point of explosion is almost invariably

enlarged by uncontrollable fires ignited as a consequence of the

explosion. 1  Induced damage is pier deformation, destruction of

cargo and cargo handling equipment (e.g., cranes, forklift

trucks, etc...) and ships may be torn from moorings in which more

damage could occur from collision with the facility or other

vessel.

Table 2-1 - Geographic location of borers.

species Atlantic Coast Culf Coast Pacific Coast Pacific Area

Limnoria tripunctata Massachusetts to Florida to San Francisco to Hawaii, and other islands
(this species attacks the Caribbean; Texas Mazatlan (specimens in the central and south
creosote treated wood) Canal Zone collected here but Pacific

southward limit not

defined)

Limnoria quadripunctata Bermuda None reported California Philippines
on Gulf coast
of the
United States

Limnori ligm ru Maine to Florida Florida, Texas Alaska to Canal Philippines, Japan
Zone

* Teredo Entire Entire Entire Entire

T-vious species)

Bankia Massachusetts to Florida to Adak to Canal Zone Hawaii, and other islands
Zvarioua species) the Caribbean; Texas in the central, south,

Canal Zone and western Pacific

!artesia striata North Carolina Florida, Texas None reported on Hawaii, Guam,
• to Florida; west coast of the Philippines, Japan

Canal Zone United States

.
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Waterfront facilities that experience massive explosions

without forewarning, usually disables the port completely until

restoration construction is accomplished. This differs from

simple pile failure in which the facility is still operable

except at a lower degree. Debris removal is a major task,

together with the extinguishing of fire and repair/replacement of

facilities and equipment.1

The loss of ships, waterfront facilities, and equipment can

total millions of dollars. This not only creates a tremendous

economic impact, but also a logistics impact upon maritime

operations as well. The degree of organization of rehabilitation

effort and the availability of manpower, material, and financial

resources are essential factors in restoration. 1

e 2.3.1.6 Other Damage

There are several types of damage which occur to timber that

also occurs to steel and concrete piles. These damages consist

of: abrasion, overloading and connection corrosion.

As stated in previous text, abrasion is caused by the

suspension of sand/silt particles in a moving current. If marine

borers are present, then the process of abrasion damage is

accelerated. Abrasion damage is illustrated in Figure 2-17. 3 To

detect the difference between abrasion damage and woodgubbles,

the pile will be worn to one side (direction of current). Also,

S abrasion usually leaves the surface fibers of timber piles rough

and protruding from the surface of the sound timber.3

Damage occurs if the pile fibers are overloaded in the axial

S direction or a flexural moment is induced (Figure 2-18). 1 1 This
damage can be caused by heavy cargo storage or ship impact from

docking.
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[ ' .- The weak l ink in marine timber construction is the

, .. connecting hardware, since the steel hardware is subject to

'€ corrosion.1  The proper fasteners must be used or failure will

cause the pile to displace. Figure 2-19 illustrates hardware

, failure,.ii
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2.4 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

In the event that damage by military or natural forces

occurs to an advanced waterfront facility, a rapid repair and

recovery capability is needed. The capability to load and unload

vessels rapidly is a critical requirement. If this capability is

decreased or prevented in either time or quantity, it is a severe

handicap. In an advanced waterfront, the ability to rapidly

assess and repair damage is essential.

If some type of damaging force, such as military or natural

cause, afflicts the facility not only will the structure obtain

damage, but repair equipment may be damaged or destroyed and key

personnel injured. Rapid damage assessment is required to
determine the extent and nature of the damage. To restore total

operational capacity, damage repair must be expeditiously

executed.

The proposed concept for post damage planning and execution

is to develop a damage control process. This process will

provide for the rapid assessment, prioritization, scheduling, and

execution of expedient and semipermanent repairs. Figure 2-20

" illustrates the decision process for waterfront damage repair.

2.4.1 Field Inspection

The purpose of any inspection is to provide the information

necessary to assess the condition (capacity, safety, and rate of

deterioration) of a structure.1 1  Therefore, a structural

inspection above or below the waterline should be considered a

condition survey. All data obtained by the inspector should be

supplied to an engineer to make the engineering assessment.

Three basic types of inspection have been developed in the

'North Sea for offshore structures. They are dependent upon
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equipment availability, type of damage, and preparation needed.

The following is from Reference 11:

Level I - General Visual Inspection:

This type of inspection does not involve cleaning of

any structural elements and can therefore be conducted

more rapidly than the other types of inspection. The

purpose of the Level I inspection is to confirm as-

built structural plans, provide initial input for an

inspection strategy, and detect obvious damage due to

overstress, impacts, severe corrosion, or extensive

biological attack.

*Level II - Close-Up Visual Inspection:

This type of inspection will generally involve prior or

concurrent cleaning of part of the structural elements.

The purpose of the Level II inspection is to detect

surface damage that may be hidden by marine growth.

-' Since the cleaning process will make this type of

-. inspection more time consuming than the Level I

inspection; it will generally be restricted to the

critical areas of the structure.

Level III - Nondestructive Testing:

This type of inspection will be conducted to detect

hidden or beginning damage. The training, cleaning,
and testing requirexments will vary depending on the

* type of defect/damage that is anticipated and the type

of inspection equipment used. In general, however, the

equipment and test proc edures will be more

sophisticated and require considerably more experience
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and training than either the Level I or Level II

inspection.

The following Table 2-2 is a culmination of types of

-" detectable damage versus level of inspection.
3

Table 2-2 - Detectable defects versus inspection level (Ref. 3).

LDetectable Defects
""Level Purpose

Steel Concrete Wood

I General visual Excessive Severe mechanical Severe damage
to confirm corrosion or ice (freeze/ due co marine
s-built condition thaw) damage borers

and detect severe Severe
damage mechanical Mechanical over-

damage load resulting in

broken piles

Severe abrasion

II Detect surface Moderate Surface cracking External damage
defects normally mechanical due to mechanical due to marine
obscured by marine damage overload borers

growth

Corrosion Deterioration of Splintering due
pitting concrete due to to mechanical

sulphate action. overload
moderate freeze/
thaw damage, etc.

Severe corrosion
of rebar

Spelling of

concrete surface

III Detect hidden Thickness Location of rebar Internal damage
and beginning of Aaterial due to marine
damage Beginning borers (internal

corrosion of rebar voids)

Internal voids Decrease in
material strength

Change in
material strength

'S 2-33
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Table 2-3 is an estimation of minimum inspection time

required to conduct Level I and II inspections upon structural

elements.

Table 2-3 - Production rate for inspection

of structural elements (Ref. 3).

Inspection Time Per
Structural Element

Structural Element

Level I Level II
" (min) (min)'p

12-in. steel H-pile 5 30
S..

12-in.-wide strip of steel sheet pile 3 15

12-in. square concrete pile 4 25

12-in.-wide strip of concrete sheet pile 3 i5

12-in.-diam timber pile 4 20

12-in.-wide strip of timber sheet pile 3 15

.

; Waterfront facilities which are constructed of either woo,

. concrete, steel or a combination of these materials, have a larg 2

'•• percentage of the structural elements below the surface of the

9 [water. Therefore, inspection techniques must be compatlible wit~h

. -water environment. Table 2-4 gives a listing of nondestructiVe
• testing techniques that are used." I

-2-34
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Table 2-4 - Nondestructive Testing Techniques (Ref. 11)

General Techniques

Ultrasonic
Radiography
Vibration Analysis
Acoustic Emission

Steel Structures

Magnetic Particle
Eddy Current
Electrical Potential

Concrete Structures

Surface Hardness
Rebound Hammer
Penetration Techniques
Pullout Techniques
Magnetic Rebar Detection
Coring

Timber Structures

Increment Bores
Passive Sonic

Numerous techniques have been developed for nondestructive

testing of materials either in laboratories or factories, however

only five have found application in underwater inspection to

date. These methods are (Reference 12):

(1) Ultrasonic Testing (UT): This method uses the

measurement of the transit time of high frequency sound

4I waves to detect metal thickness and internal defects.

Two measurement techniques are commonly used, (a)

pulse/echo measurements in which a single transducer

may be used to both send and receive signals

4 transmitted into the test material and (b) transmission

measurements where separate transducers located on

opposite sides of the structure are used to send and

receive the ultrasonic signal. The pulse/echo system
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is most commonly employed in testing of metal

structures while transmission techniques are applied to

wood and concrete structures. Ultrasonic testing is

best suited for the detection of internal planar

* defects and metal thickness. It can also be used to

detect volumetric defects but considerable skill,

training, and experience are required for the

ultrasonic technician to obtain repeatable results.1

(2) Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI) : The phenomenon of

magnetic flux leakage is utilized in this technique to

detect the presence of surface discontinuities (cracks)

in metallic structures. A phosphorescent ink

containing ferrous particles is applied to the surface

* of a structure in which an electromagnetic field has

been induced. Cracks and surface discontinuities

become visible when the area is illuminated by an

ultraviolet light.

(3) Radiography: The ability of various materials to absorb

and scatter radiation is utilized in this method to

produce a photographic image in which the variation in

density of the developed film provides an indication of

the thickness of the material being inspected. Since

U' the source of radiation and the photosensitive film

must be located on opposite sides of the object to be

inspected, this technique is applicable only where both

.. sides of the structure are accessible. Radiography is

most often employed to detect volumetric defects in

materials. Some success has been achieved in the

• detection of planar defects, however, the orientation
-p of the major axis of this type of detect must be known

as lined up with the path of the radiation in order to,

obtain acceptable results.

-. 2-36
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(4) Eddy Current Testing (ECT): This method utilized

information on the electrical conductivity, magnetic

permeability and dielectric properties of metallic

materials to detect cracks and measure wall thickness.

A few experimental, underwater eddy current testing

techniques have been demonstrated in the laboratory but

to date it has not been used extensively to test

structures in the ocean.
2

(5) Underwater Electrical Potential (UEP): This technique

utilizes information about the difference in electrical

potential between a metallic object and a

silver/silver-chloride reference to determine the

effectiveness of cathodic protection systems or

identify the presence of local galvanic corrosion

cells.

Of these five techniques, ultrasonics and radiography are

not restricted by the type of material being tested while the

other three may be used for testing metallic structures only.

MPI is further restricted to detection of surface cracks of

ferrous materials. These techniques may also be divided

according to the type of defect detection for which they are

primarily used. Radiography and ultrasonics are most commonly

used to detect internal defects and material thickness. Magnetic

particle and eddy current techniques find their primary

application in the detection of surface cracks, and electrical

potential measurement is used only to determine the effectiveness

of cathodic protection systems.

Table A-i indicates the potential applicability of these NDT

techniques for inspection of typical waterfront structures,

materials and possible types of defects.
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Although visual inspection is not normally classified as a

non-destructive testing technique, it can yield valuable

information about the condition of a structure without adversely

affecting its integrity. Due to the diverse nature and methods

used to conduct visual inspections, this technique will not be

discussed in detail in this report. It should, however, be given

prime consideration when assessing the suitability of various

techniques for conducting underwater inspections. An important

requirement for most of these techniques is that the surface of

the structure be cleaned of marine growth, loose scale, rust, and

coatings such as paint or concrete. Without direct contact of

the test equipment on the surface to be tested, little chance

exists of obtaining valid (repeatable) results. Surface cleaning

is an important facet of visual inspections as well and often

0 becomes the critical path as far as time and cost of the

inspection are concerned.

State-of-the-Art of Underwater Nondestructive Testing

To determine the state-of-the-art in underwater

nondestructive testing, contacts have been made with diving

contractors and equipment manufacturers in both the United States

and Europe who are involved in underwater inspection. Visual

inspection, with television and still camera documentation, is by

far the most commonly used technique in the United States, while

in Europe NDT techniques have been used more extensively due to

* regulations governing the certification of offshore structures in

the North Sea areas. The U.S. companies which offer underwater

NDT services tend to use ultrasonics and radiography, while in
the North Sea area magnetic particle and ultrasonic inspections

S are the most common. There does not appear to be any significant

difference in the level of development of equipment currently

used in Europe or the U.S., however, the use of NDT equipment is

much more widespread in Europe. These government regulations

* have also lead to a much greater emphasis on ieve op in
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standardized techniques for conducting inspections and has

- spurred considerably more research in the field of underwater NDT

in Europe than in North America.

Ultrasonics

The use of ultrasonics to inspect steel structures is

usually divided into two categories: thickness measurements and

flaw detection. By far, the most common application of

underwater ultrasonics inspection encountered was for thickness

measurement of pipelines and risers.

The newest type of inspection is the use of Remotely

, Operated Vehicles (ROVs). These vehicles are unmanned and carry

singly or in combination: cameras, propulsion systems, lights

and manipulators. They are linked either to the surface or to a

manned submersible by tether and wiring that carries the video

and operational signals to and from the ROV.

One of the newly developed systems is labeled Jason

Jr.(J.J.). This is a small vehicle with a full axis propulsion

system that enables it to swim free, controlled by an operator

either on the surface or in a submersible. This prototype

carries a live television imaging system and lights on board,

'-. thereby coupling its ability to maneuver in tight spaces with its

ability to project live images. Figure 2-21 illustrates the

design of Jason Jr. by the Deep Submergence Laboratory in Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institution.7  The concept of a ROV for

inspection purposes could be very useful. A ROV of this type is

too sophisticated and costly for underwater inspection of

waterfront facilities. A simplified version would be more

useful.
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Figure 2-21 - ROV Jason Jr. (Ref. 7).

2.4.2 Inspection Documentation

The objective of the inspector is to document the findings

in a clear and concise manner for later analysis. In the process

of documentation, the use of a standard format of reporting will

greatly reduce the time to assess the information, especially if

there are several investigators. Figure 2-22 illustrates a

standard form for reporting pile condition 3 The inspection
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record contains a section for pile condition ratings. Figure 2-

23 and Figure 2-24 describe pile condition ratings for concrete

piles and wood piles, respectively.3  Steel pile inspection

results are usually recorded in terms of remaining metal

thickness.

The following is an excerpt from Reference 12 that details

use of photography for documentation. This should be done both

above and below the waterline.

Whenever appropriate, visual inspection should be

documented with still photography and closed-

circuit television. Still photography provides

the necessary high definition required for

detailed analysis, while video, though having a

less sharp image, provides a continuous view of

events that can be monitored by surface engineers

and recorded for later study. All photographs

should be numbered and labeled with a brief

description of the subject. A slate or other

designation indicating the subject should appear

in the photograph. When color photography is

used, a color chart should be attached to the

slate to indicate color distortions. Video tapes

should be provided with a title and lead-in

describing what is on the tape. The description

should include the method of inspection used, the

nature and size of the structure being inspected,

and any other pertinent information.

0 A debriefing with the activity personnel, with

slides or photographs, should be conducted before

leaving the site, and ail questions should be

resolved.
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CCNCRETE PILE
CCND1TiC'N 1P,.".7 EXPLANATOION

I  E, L- 7?E T A CIrCES S2Lr OE FSED SED

NC NO DEFECTS:
- fine cracks
- good original surface, hard material, sound

PILE CAP MN MINOR DEFECTS:

- good original section
- minor cracks or pits

surface spalling that exposes course aggregate
- small chips or popouts due to impact
- slight rust stains

- no exposed re-bar
hard material, sound

MD MODERATE DEFECTS:
- spalling of concrete

- - minor corrosion of exposed re-bar
- rust stains along re-bar with
or without visible cracking

- softening of concrete due to chemical attack

- surface disintegration to one inch due to
weathering or abrasion

- reinforcing steel ties exposed
- popouts or impact damage

MJ MAJOR DEFECTS:
- loss of concrete (10-15%)
- one or two re-bars badly corroded
- one or two ties badly corroded
- large spalls six inches or more in width

or length
- deep wide cracks along re-bar
- dummy areas full width of face

SV SEVERE DEFECTS:
- two or three re-bars completely corroded

- no remaining structural strength
- significant deformation

,

Figure 2-23 - Explanation of PiLe Condition Ratings for

Concrete Piles (Ref. 3).
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TIMBER PILE

CONDITION RATING EXPLANATION

NI NOT INSPECTED, INACCESSIBLE OR PASSED BY

ND NO DEFECTS:

CREOSOTED - less than 5% lost material
OUTER SHELL - sound surface material

- no evidence of bore'r damage

MN MINOR DEFECTS:

UNTR ,E 
- 5% to 15% lost materialUNTREAED - sound surface material

INERO - no evidence of borer damage
- minor abrasion damage

".,MD MODERATE DEFECTS:
," - 15% to 45% lost material

• - significant loss of outer shell material
"',- --J ! - evidence of borer damage

-- \ - significant abrasion damage

% - -

: N MJ MAJOR DEFECTS:

- 45% to 75% lost material
- significant loss of outer shell and

interior material
--- evidence of severe borer damage

:.- severe abrasion damage

7 . - SV SEVERE DEFECTS:

/ /, -more than 75% lost material
- no remaining structural strength

* I - severe borer damage

5.'.

0 Figure 2-24 - Explanation of Pile Condition Ratings for

5. Timber Piles (Ref. 3).
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2.4.3 Support Information for Inspection

To investigate the problem to the fullest, all information

pertaining to the facility should be obtained:

o Drawings of the facility showing the original

construction and any alterations.

o Details of the facility (type of fleet moorings,

N materials used in the structure, use of the structure,

etc...).

o Operation and maintenance records.

o Up to date charts and maps of the area.

o Local tides, currents, water quality, winds, temperature,

visibility and daylight hours.

The inspection should be performed in a manner with which

the entire structure will be analyzed. This imparts inspecting a

sufficient number of areas to provide representative information

on the overall structure. From interpretation of the

architectural/structural drawings, a trained

investigator/engineer can determine areas subject to fatigue,

stress, and impact forces. The overall information that is

0 obtained is used to make a structural performance evaluation by

-.~the engineer(s).

2.4.4 Evaluation Methods

Evaluation methods are concerned with the structural

analysis used to interpret findings from the field inspection.

The criteria for such an analysis would .oe lengthy and beyond the

* scope of this report. Also, such an analysis would be dependent
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upon several parameters: type of structure, extent and type ut

damage, material used, and environment location.

The analysis therefore accounts for the load forces tor

- which the damaged structure is in contact. These loads are

classified into two headings: dead and live loads.

Dead loads include the weight of the structure, and any

permanent material placed on the structure. Live loads consist

of all things that are not dead loads. They may be steady or

unsteady, moveable or moving; applied slowly, suddenlyvertically

or laterally; and their magnitude may fluctuate with time. in

general, live loads include:

o Occupancy loads caused by weight of cargo.

o The weight of snow if accumulation is probable.

o Forces resulting from wind action and temperature

changes.

o The pressure of liquids or earth on retaining structures.

o Dynamic forces resulting from moving loads(impact) or

from earthquakes.

o Forces resulting from blast loading.

These factors included with the transmitted loads from the

damaged to the undamaged portion of the facility must be

evaluated. From the analysis of the information gathered through

field inspection, original drawings and specs, and the structural

evaluation, the engineering assessment can be accomplished by the

engineer.
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2.4.5 Extent of Capacity

Undamaged portions of a pier may experience capacity

reduction due to a loss of support caused by adjacent damage.

Damage can be considered to be a crater from a direct hit or a

loss of a pile from naturally occurring damage. Take for

instance, a one-way concrete slab design for a pier. One-way

slab may be structurally classified as a slab which is supported

on two opposite sides. The load will cause the slab to bend or

deflect in a direction perpendicular to the support edges. The

structural action is one-way, and the loads are carried by the

slab in the deflected short direction. Figure 2-25 illustrates

side view of a generic pier/wharf. Figure 2-26 shows the

distribution loads on a one-way slab supported by pile

caps(beams) and piles. The shaded area shows that each column
carries loads from slabs surrounding the column and up to the

centerline of adjacent slabs: up to L/2 in the long direction

and S/2 in the short direction. Therefore the worst case damage

scenario would be of a loss of a pile and pile cap. The adjacent
structural area to the crater would have a capacity reduction

because of the loss of support from steel rebars. A conservative

method for estimating capacity, as recommended by Reference 9, is

to assume that the remaining deck acts as a cantilever extending

from the remaining intact pile caps. This, however, ignores the

support that the undamaged area imposes upon the reduced capacity

.2 area. This method of analysis is good in the effect that a

* greater factor of safety is present because the analysis does not

take into account the extra support. The determination of the

extra support from the undamaged area is dependent upon thickness

of concrete, reinforced steel design, and the geometry of the

• damaged area. The engineer making the assessment may want to

check specific areas for their stability by load testing. This

may be accomplished by using material at the waterfront such as:

material for reconstruction or damaged raterial.
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-i 2.4.6 Safety

During the assessment, the structure's satety is determined.

This is obtained in terms which will specify the conditions that

can cause death, injury, damage or loss of equipment or

structural components. The investigator must be concerned with

analyzing the facility for hazards to personnel and equipment.

The engineer applies methods of hazard identification and

analysis, develop design criteria, review the design for

compliance, and provide safety certification of equipment.

Safety requirements and standards are applied to all operations.

Safety critical items and operations are identified and

controlled to reduce hazards to an acceptable level of risk.

In respect to the waterfront structure, there are four

classifications of safety conditions:

o Catastrophic

o Critical

o Marginal

o Negligible

Each classification refers to the structures potential for

S collapse and likelihood of injury or death to personnel in

respect of possible occurrence percentage. Requirements for a

system safety program are defined in Military Standard MIL-STD-

882A "System Safety Program Requirements".

2.4.7 Deterioration

rn the determination of the capacity of tho structure, the
O,

.xtent .ind rate of deteriorat ion can be obta ned f rom irmp;,,-t :

2,' -



and previous inspection reports. This information may be used to

predict useful life of the structure and to estimate

maintenance/repair actions needed for the structure to remain in

a safe condition and to continue to provide the required

* capacity.9  In the overall readiness planning, this information

" is used to create a strategy for resource allocation needed to

maintain a specified operational capability and level of safety.

-- 2.4.8 Management

" When all the data has been analyzed, the engineering

assessment has been completed, a management decision will be
- made. This will determine the course of action to take in

respect to the constructional aspect of the structure (reir,

replace, or raze), and the operational aspect (continue normal

use, to derate, to convert to other uses, etc...)

To determine the final outcome with the facility, other

information is required. This entails the priorities of

operation (its use in short and long range plans, etc...) and the

effectiveness of the structure to meet these needs. Other

information is analyzed before the final decisions are made, such

as: time, manpower, equipment, materials, and weather.

In order to allow the most effective utilization of a

damaged facility in the shortest period of time, repair and

replacement of damaged areas must be given levels of importance.

Level of importance is determined by several factors:

operational needs, safety, prior operational capabilities,

manpower, materials, and tool.

* To determine the number of personnel to perform a task, an

estimate of the time period to perform a unit work element is

calculated. Using Table 2-5 through 2-.4 from Reference 10,

the number of man days per task can be obtained. These figures
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are statistically obtained and therefore may change under

differing conditions. Table 2-25 lists several factors tor which

the production may be effected. l 0  Possible reasons are given to

achieve low, average, and high productions.

To assist with the management decision process, the use of

knowledge based expert systems could be incorporated into the
damage assessment and repair program. The major contribution of

a system of this type would be as a planning,./training tool.

Expert system programs are developed to absorb previous and

present information to form a data base by which specific

information may be ranked. The information or "rules" are ranked

by need, importance, and immediacy for decision-making.

In a waterfront damage repair scenario, the function of the
expert system is to provide advice in certain situations. All

the operator has to do is read the directions and follow the

sequenced steps; the system can (1) advise the operator, (2) take
over when the situation becomes an emergency, or (3) take over it

human intervention fails. 2 0 Military application may further the
use of expert systems by combining with planning/training

programs. This would increase military personnel reaction times

and dictate future policy with assessment and repair during

simulated exercises rather than durinq actual conflicts.

0 The needs for an expert system are ranked as follows:

(1)making quick decisions with a less than adequate amount of
information available, (2)the analysis of on going functions, and

(3)the complex tasks that require large amounts of time to rank

and process the data. 2 0
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Table 2-5 - Wood Pile Dolphins (Ref. 10)

- I ~MAN-HOURS NTS

WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPTION UNIT PER UN.T t. Based on 50 ie

Place in Leads and Drive Each .8

Lash wrth Wire Rope E ach *75

Install Fenders E ach .6

Fender Pie* Each .75

Table 2-6 - Pi ledriVing (Ref. 10)

I>MAN-MOURSi NOTES:

WORK ELEMENT DESCRIP'TION UNIT PER UNIT I Man-Hour figures are

25' Wood Piling Each 3 p1 9110mnery est"7%ate only The
50' ood ilin Eac 6.5 many eminables Of this work

75 Wood Pilng Each 98 equirC O'f-sjte deier'l.nat4on
75 Wod PlingEach9J 2or eccu:w.t estimates a

25 St"e Ping Each It 12Factors ofmporacarce

50* Steel Piling Each 7.2 Design soil. o~uiomet arid
75' t" ilig Eah 1 rettiod used. tWds access to
75 SeelPingEac12 site. currents. materials

&0' Pretcast Concrete PiN Each 13.2 storage etc
4,60 Preca&st COOncrete Prlrng Each is 1 3 Worit inCluded is preparation

So0 Precast Concrete Piling Each 24 Of pile placing at leads. driving
and ClA of,

Stee Sheet Piling 1000 S F 102 4 For coricrete filled. Ituted
holtow steel piling and popei

Assenios "n Rig Leads end Haninier Each 48 pilmng for spudding pontoon
witalicaf inger Viers. woe the

I ismantte Leeds end Hammer Each 32 stee bearing p"l figures

Table 2-7 - Pile Bracing and Capping (Ref. 10)

MAN-HOURS NTS
WORK ELEMENT OESCRIPTION UNIT IPER UNIT Bsdo otn rdiln

OagonJ Brcing ach neiers in place

Horizontal Bracinig Pair a
wood Cape 1000 LF 480

Concrete, Caps LF 3.2

,Stee* Cape 1000 LF 480

Table 2-8 -Pile Extraction (Ref 10)

MAN-HOURS NOTES:
WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPMiN UNIT PER UNIT I. Based on using pie extractor.

Wood Bearwng Poles Easch 2

Wood Sheet Ping 1000 SF 24

Steel ShelP"r 1000 SF 28

Pilet Cut-Off Below Water Lkie Each2.
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Table 2-9 - Miscellaneous Pier Hardware (Ref. 20)
K"

WORK ELEMENT IESCRIPTiON UNIT I PER UNIT

8&ts Eal f 13

8oIaiurs Eacti 16

Choc" Eacn 13

C eteLs Eacr i
Pad Eyes Ead 2.5

Table 2-10 - Structural Steel Fabrication (Ref. 10)

• I NOTES:

i'w MAN-HOURS

WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPTION UNIT PER UNIT I Fa0iC..bOrA l atrCtusl hieeI

i.ncl.udes cultng ,voting.
FABRICATE Strumtsi Frames Ton 16 burnig onli.ng. rvikg fling.

Solumisa Trm~ on 1E NOTES:bl-g*4 t~

Beuams Ton 10. the job "a

Trussesl T o8a 1 2 Ma.ihov, unts are based on
Purln. Ga~U "nd SLfAs Ton 12J o.8 W10o co-n.Chiis I sections
.9ao fcx Ope"s on 2J ai o be a ided add 25

eSwao$s Ton 28 percent I de joint

"-"TCb PiO)
"26

Table 2-1. - Reinforcing Steel Fabricaticn (Ref. 10)

NOT ES:MA44OURS REQUIRED FOR MAJXING 100 BENDS OR HOOKS

SiE OIF BAR BY HAND BY MACHINE I RrnlofN tilee !ao'cil On

IN NCESlagginrg A310MIlby "nr lt.~g
HOURS HOURS HOURS HOURS_ iln m's and beamrs Ln

'A" "or LsM 4 6 1 , 2?-5

VA dnd S 2 3
r~' W4. 1,%-~ 8,i 5 0 2 5 4

V___ _', _ " 1 12, 7 12 3 5

Table 2-12 - Placing Reinforcing Steel (Ref. 10)

LABOR HOURS FOR PLACING 100 BARNOTE:

u" PlIce men 0 rs orcni at"e

LNOTH OF BAR IN FEET inlact I hn.ir"ir 1to pial.

Und11 10 10 - 20 20 - 30 y tng pr1ng ard bony
_____________=,___ CUlling whiCh be~come.l

116ISaly Cl Ih* &.' SvicI al

0' CUbOf cul lirng sock l ins of
d1" 4CIIi 8 I0 c. sl(allAl IarI 10 1.l lall

Y.l am 1ad 1 12 14

M ain Hou~ eI'ne are
WELDED WIRE FABRIC UNIT MANHOURS !aien- o ai r srIel

being s op laoraied (cial r
SLIaos on Orade Condsl. 100 SF lth and bonl ricdy 0 pace

Payvrg. Precast Io
Panels 3 II renlforc ng sliC' '1 I bo

Hea1d Wills 100) SF lded in place acid 50

pqfcsnl to 11O ufn faclO,
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Table 2-13 - Structural Steel Erection (Ref. 10)
NOTES:

L TO TU MAN-HOURS
WORK ELEMEINT DESCRIrN UNIT PER UNIT I Erection of structural steel

includes hrandling erecting.
UNLOAD. ERECT AND P.UMS temlfsr boiling plumn .

rghw 11 srengtP boring
Collewi Ton 13 al.n o g wse dng

'P Belnava Ton 13A 2 Man-hou- figures are based
"GI  s TOM 9 on using now COit,wctiOn
Trnss Ton 17 maltls
Ginsl dPurmnis Ton 11.9

Breang and Ters TOM 7.9
LogN Fro ng Ton 23J

SIGH STRENGTH BO.TING WOO 1ot 7.5

Gratngl.000 SQ.Fl. 192

Table 2-14 - Welding Structural Steel (Ref. 10)
-.

Par LF. Material Thickness in Man Hours

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL OVERHEAD

Fast Arc Wed

.15 .27 .36
Via -37 -1. .42

.45 .49 .53
. .43 .69 .93

if~.76 .93 1.1
'," 1.05 1.1 14
V.* 2.06 1.9 2.3

1 2.4 2-3 2.6
&Auit Wediing

.3 .55 .61

"i" .76 .3 .T
.67 .73 .93

1.05 .93 1.1
1.9 1.5 2.3

2.06 .7 2-S

. 3.4 2.A 3.7

-" 3.7 3.4 4.3

Table 2-15 - Flame Cutting Structural Steel (Ref. 10)

- MAN-HOURS
WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPTirON PER 10 LIN. FT.

2.0

2.3
%'V," 2.3

2 A
', 2.7

," 2.7
2.6
3.0
3.0
4.0

t 'a,"4.4
.. 1 "." 439

1 ',l j .7

,,,-

4-

.

I 4ji
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Table 2-16 -Rock Drilling and Blasting (Ref. 10)

r~i I 'NOTES;

IMAN-HOURS
WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPTtON UNIT PEAR kj N IT rnsrj vyop vo

Snxi. Ong 2't* 0.8 lsou..rr Lim F 1 0.2 2 * V.O *%e
1I eFgr,s for babing A'. 'or

.u'a~~~0r unS 0 10LCk dvrnnmt
Aur 1-aC 2' die :kqtdiumln ZC -a' F I .

Aa 7,&c 2 a r8d) 2C -n F 1.

Load "J' Shic Hoe*S E acI'3

Table 2-17 - Demolition and Removal (Ref. 10)

I NOTES:
WORK ELEMENT DESCIPTION UNIT PER UNIT

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~~W " lb- fpw nIN

Corcrete, Slvadwni Gae W CQ Yd 4 adI.n5n54r.b.
!Coto:1 af CUYd5 orrr q emoi& lboen 'aI n.r

C04 t:'cei SLab, on Glad. No~a an Ca Yd 6 3 .Fo a' dsoenrr" . 1001 to i

A0mleVi ang V24 1 5r CF usW ial 7o c

malerril PCeaAWNAu~n

Tabcisle 2ta 18 on Handei Excaatio (Ref 10) AN rjvactoswt

Trgracnes 91*4 Ear, tCo five

P014 Nooes aSnoaliu Ici Saeeg of~ F

Soread W,)~ Eas~ CYcke n ft

Table 2-19 -HCamsel (Havtourl Rodcton (Rf.10

r LMI4L PROUC-ONHO0 SIN NOTES:

LOSKEE N U IC Y R PR OUR NITE HOUR UNI I When5 ar ale over 1a0e*ca

TYPtceS toP WOR i. Earv I CV 2-2C nrtrI lbrkC d

Losioee S m 3r Do"ei L0n701 10-5 4ipe
F.0~~~ ~ ~ ~ WhsBoomlGacr, Boggyg Hs Io Cy 1

PUea E xzcess E&R 3I C 09

T~i" ad F* Gadeto 2-56 1.
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Table 2-20 - Draglines (Hourly Production) (Ref. 10)

SAE RAGLINE PRODUCTION -9W SWING

BAKCUBIC YARDS PER HOUR (SO MINUTE HOUR)LOPTIUMu CLASS OF MATERIAL

BUCKET DIGGING SAND, OMO DENSE
ASIZE DEPTH4S GRAVEL EARTH CA

V. "CY 6 7C I 8'

I,',CY 74 116 fq 6

2 f, 2CY a65 164 147 '27

Table 2-21 -Erosion Control (Ref. 10)

% MAN-HOURS

:.WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPTION UNIT PER U4IT

Pmace: Jule Mesh. PfsSoc NallttV
0r Potrwpyerne memlwvaris 1000 S.Y 4-.3

Mact"n Place RIPRAP-
Class -C Material 1000CC Y 9

HAM~ FlraV Voids in RIPRAP I S Y. 1.6

Table 2-22 -Rough Carpentry (Ref. 10)

MAja-.4OUS NOTES:

WORK ELmemN DISCRIPTION11 UNIT PtER UNIT
_______________________ I. now% carperily ackea ie

Flow Jowm Sds GOOer sl~d 100 FL A worst of messunng. curung.
stockr~ 8d *&&W- b1&& wowd IrawmV.
S~o~s ad Mfl110, joists. sills Cr011

pW&A Ffwsnrg-S~us. Ptlles Md 100 Fl 4 b w55q ksrmng PLatLi

er"sV Sit Msa$000 dokw m,~ od tvsnw,~g

CO&Vr Joists 100 Ft S rafter AJ w0i nI

ad Mass. -InI .lI1saw .58 SlF rood
sh.1I a sdv isn a so

,,oo4Ftwyw'g IPSct Type) v4 Eare 100 Ft S od

Rood FrwVr (FWs Type) 10DO FL
5d Mess.

shapIed " dDoedl I00 FL. I3

6d Me&s.

seems (ExpOod F-anvj too Ft. 10
ad &A&&

Trusses Ughi (N.d 100 Fl 7
ad me&&

* Trusses. Heavy l(8~d 100 FL. 10

ad Uss.

Cie" Bildg .r2 3' soselsw 0
IDO PCS

1,10141 shds 100 54. FL I

F&WAfrta wd Wited Rough Door I atil 3
sucsIMAsolWaft) Clow"g

0C.bvrg U""m 100 Lim Ft 3
Furwg an Crcrete slid Masoray 100 Lin Ft. 3

Waft

Wood Plaasw Grounids on Masorvy 100 LA' Ft
Waft

[Wood ree 100 So F1 a
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Table 2-23 - Placing Concrete (Ref. 10)

MAN-HOURS PER UNIT

WORK ELEMENT UNIT DIRECTf ]CAN
- DESCRIPTION CUECAET

FROM WHEELED PUMPED AND

PLACE
FOOTINGS.
FOUNDATIONS

Grade seems C4 Yd 1 1.5 .

Slabs on Giao Cu 'rd 1.5 3 2 2.
Wallaato 10 Hight Cu Yo -- - .l68 .
Coiwma C.~ Yd - - -- 1.6 2-24
S,;%pend.d Slabs Cu Yd -- -- 1." 2-24
Beams anrd Grans' cu, Yd 1. - '6a 2-24

Table 2-24 -Mixing Concrete (Ref. 10)

MAN HOURS NOTES:

WORK~ ELEMENT DESCRIPTION UNIT PER UNMIT IHadMMgtbe&@btd4Lboto" aa 6mo
,ND MIAING ON SiTE orenug men~l toll keep a can be reduced3 by trio use of a

6,001h constanlt How* of vn151 front end oadeor, but at
2 D~~rda o B.~as C. d 3.2h5I1rl5 Itov.mnately eight least one -arn mull ~emnl on

2 6,af.- o.r2 C.n Sd Mo Me ainur Igjile h11") 64CIN a 11'Oat soaPi to
I $.S 4 xqr) Cu 'd (.l ots nrot intclude piacrtg. mn'lnt bQCKet 104JA.

I Ans.'. Mi c. c C, oos rnxlu Dut 20 Co 5 Tianst mix man-hours aro
Yos oicaf ate onu.ng lout 'rUCKI.

2 '"f fmaj using rw0 boards average Kaul o I've m-143. "n
*.dmlnl'41 wablng for a baich tour men operatrng a dry

to be maeod before dry cemeot batching piant (Ross
04a9-Ng the minsrrlg board. as ofeul
th# mixer alternate boards
With r~slva men t" maxnmum
o=Put~ 5About 28 Cu Yds. per

* day
3 Warm .$other (90 to tOD

"egr0es) at~ slow "URNi me.
111d 0~ 05 Moajshouus per Cu

yd.
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Table 2-25 -Production Efficiency Guide Chart (Ref.

10)

LOW PRODUCTION T AVERAGE PRODUCTION4 HIGH PROWOUCTI

PRODUCTION ELEMENTS (PERCENT)

25 35 45 S5 66 79 85 90 of 100

FORESEEN CONDITIONS

-. V1. Workload Conat requirement high. Misc. Const requirement normal. Const requiremenit tow. misc.
ovaiihd highl. misc. overhead normal, Overhead low.

-2. Site Area Cramped working &*a. no area work aves limited slightly: Large work area. adequate
tor material storage, workS pall,&) malarial storage. some malarial storage- wi60 Lallud@

restricted to aresign. poor job va1iat.on from deign Gverae from deign, good lot layout.
layout. job layout

3. Labor Poorly trained, low strength. Average trained, normal Highly trained, o"er strength.
low morels. high sick call. strength, fair morals. norntal high mor"ale, low tiCk C4all

sick call

4. Supervison Poor management poorly Average management average Elfficienti msr~gernnt highly
* leaned Personnel. low rfained pertonnel, normal trained personnel over

strength strength strength

S. Joa High quality work requi'ed. Aiverage work re-quird. Passable work leosred. good
-. Conditiont untaveraole %ite materials, average %.to materials, ils maltrals, long f'Im.

Shori time Operations. InMeCt reasonable operation time. operation nomiwet
annoyance high, insect annoyance normal annoyance

111, Weather Abnormal train. abnormal heat; Moder'ate ran, modeorate Meat. Some rain occasionali heat.
abnormal cold- moderate Cold. Occasional cold

7. EQuipment Improper lob application Fair job application, equipmennt Efficient 100 application.
equipment in poor condition: in average condition, repair equipment in good condition.
repair and maintenance end maintenance average, elfficent repsir and
in adequate maintenancs.

S. Teci find Slow suppty delivery. trequent Normal supply delivory. Prompt supply delivery, no
LogistIcAl tactical delays. Occasional tactical delays, tactical delays

% 2-59
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Annually updated reports titled "Means Constructi&:: '

Data" should be analyzed to determine manpower and cost igures

Win commercial construction. This may be ;pplied in the area (4

military construction.
I.-

--'. i f a specific component is to be replaced or repaired

depends not only on time available, but also the convenience f

. conver.:lral toois and materials at hand. During a hos' P

assault, repair materials must be identified immediatey

Therefore, the materials may not be previously supplied, arz

make-shift material will have to be found. A good Knowledge

the repart assessment and creativity With materials app, cat ;r

will assist In optimizing the identification of possible repair

.aterials.1 0  T'hs will be discussed in more detail in the repair

-' section of this report.
0

Equipment and tools needed for a specific task wi -l affect

the performance time. The items necessary will be determined by

"he task at hand and cannot be accurately predetermined.

The weather has a great effect upon construction. Bad

weather, such as rain can slow construction operat ions and

sometimes cause additional work, increasing the number of hours

Df labor required for repair/replace. When divers are required

to gs into water for demolition or column location and the ocean

condit ions are not safe enough for a job to be done, ail

subsequent phases of the project will be delayed.

F"(gure 2-27 illustrates the decision process for management

assessment.

2.4.9 New System Ideas

he. fsl'ow~g system can be used in combinat: on witn or

I w h prev.i s y used assessment techniques. F'igUre 2 ->[

2- 6 0
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i Ilustrates a matrix that defines required waterfront

f,,:.ctions facilities, types of damage and new damage assessment

te:nniques that can be integrated with previous techniques.

MINIROVER

The MiniROVER MK II is a remotely operated vehicle (ROV)

that functions in shallow to deep water (0 to 1000 Ft.). The

ve'.icle contains a closed-circuit, high-resolution color TV

camera. The video picture can be viewed on a surface monitor or

- a videotape can be examined later. The information is gathered

in a manner which gives compass headings of the vehicle, depth

from surface, and height from bottom all translated to the video

" monitor. Two man crew is needed for operation. The weight of

the vehicle is approximately 70 pounds. The cost of the vehicle

alone purchased from the manufacturer is $50K. Figure 2-29

illustrates the MiniROVER. 1 4  Appendix B gives detailed

specifications. -

p. i

Figure 2-29 - Mini ROVER MK II (Ref. 14).

Advantages

1. Operate in adverse conditions.

2. Can operate where divers are liable.
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.-. 3. Videotape is produced for engineer to examine actual

'- .finds.

4. Gives compass headings, depth from surface and bottom

of damaged area.

5. Can operate in deep water where divers would nave to

decompress.

6. System is modular, - ease of mechanical repair.

7. Under favorable conditions, the ROV can inspect

a 20' deep square concrete pile in 3 minutes.

Disadvantages

.. Visibility less than a foot, visual reception 's poor.

2. Water current speeds greater than I knot, cannot

5 operate.

3. Must be careful of tangling of tether cord.

4. Must have trained crew to operate.

' SCANNING SONAR

To increase the efficiency of an underwater damage

assessment survey, the use of scanninq sonar should be used in

combination with ROV's and/or divers. The efficiency of such a

system can be achieved in several ways:

o Additional information for decision making.

* ,2-64
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o Obtaining information in a situation which may

otherwise be impossible.

o Safety - use of sonar, rather than divers in a highly

dangerous environment.

o Diver Tracking

0 Cost effectiveness may be achieved by reducing

operation time.

With the use of a ROV with T.V. capability, the scanning

sonar is most effective. It is unlikely that a superior

- replacement will ever be found for T.V. in underwater visual

inspection, but limitation in range and inability to perform

measurements restricts the use of close range visual inspection

tasks.1 6  Scanning sonar devices can extend the visual range

beyond that of a T.V. camera, yet limitations of the information

bandwidth make the image forming capabilities fall short of T.V.

-i capabilities. However, there are several marketed high frequency

scanning sonars incorporating display features and high

resolution which give the operator a presentation more closely

-" identified with T.V. than conventional sonars.

The following is from an article by D. Cattanack and E. W.

Cookson which cons ders the UDI AS360 Scanning Sonart

Imagine a plan view of an area of the seabed,

9or a section through the side of a platform,

some 200m in diameter. Such an area no side-

scan could clearly resolve, nor T.V. camera

cover in a single sweep. The AS360 can scan

* a complete 3600 circle around the area (or

various segments from 150 to 2700) to provide
5"

a real-time T.V.-type pictur, and video

2-65
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record.

The AS360's 270 vertical by 1.40 horizontal

beam width, (Figure 2-30), transmitted at

500KHz provides a high resolution video

picture. The picture is updated every few

seconds such that the movement of

submersibles, and even divers and smaller
objects, can be clearly detected. It is

suitable for both inspections as close as lm

and for much further distances. The sonar

range can be varied from 10m to 20m, to 40m

and 100m. Close range inspections of

structures and trenches can be undertaken

with the AS360 in the profile mode and larger

* areas, as encountered in search applications,

up to 200m in diameter can be attempted in

the orthodox horizontal scan mode which gives

a plan view of the area. But in the latter

case the sonar has a far greater resolution

- than conventional sidescan and gives the

operator a presentation more closely akin to

that of T.V.

,'V

FIGURE 2-30 - AS360 BEAM PATTERN
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For waterfront inspection, the scanning sonar can be used in

the profile mode to conduct underwater surveys. The sonar is

mounted such that it scans vertically through the plane of theiii pier/wharf to help detect damage to piles and missing braces,

also to carry out scour surveys, and to monitor the condition of
the waterfront area. The area tha'. is displayed can be 50 meters

in diameter of the pier/wharf. This area can not be matched by

conventional T.V. inspection. Expensive diving time can be

limited to closer inspection of specific areas of the structure.

- Figure 2-31A and 2-31B illustrates a scanning sonar survey of a

North Sea gas platform. The purpose of the survey was to analyze
anodes and scour on the structure. The sonar head is positioned

in the center of the picture, scanning 3600 in a vertical manner.

FIGURE 2-31A -PLATFORM INSPECT-ON VIDEO.
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SURFACE NOISE7

,/, ANODES

ANDE

'SEA BED

' ,20 M

N FIGURE 2-31B - PLATFORM INSPECTION SCHEMATIC.

.C During underwater repair operations, the video format will
allow the construction teams essential personnel - engineers,

foremans, crane operators - to follow closely, on auxiliary

monitors, the underwater operations in real-time while they are

actually performing their individual task. In comparison with

towed sonar systems, like a sidescan sonar, the sonar record must

be time phases due to the relationship of recording with vessel

speed. Therefore, a skilled interpretation is needed to judge
% relative positions and distances accurately, where as, the

scanning sonar record does not.

The AS360 head and monitor is shown in Figure 2-32. The

scanning head weighs 2Kg in water and can be operated with a

conventional pan and tilt mechanism.
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The AS360 is extremely versatile in the modes of deployment.

The scanning sonar may be attached to a ROV, illustrated in

Figure 2-33, or a diving bell, or fitted to a tripod. During the

same deployment, both plan and profile views can be obtained.

ii

FIGURE 2-32 -AS360 HEAD &MONITOR.

is.,

FIGURE 2-33 - AS360 ATTACHED TO ROV.
I
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To date, underwater vehicle designers and operators rave

%Li often relied entirely upon the maneuverability and versatil~ty of

a vehicle to initially locate a target before a close inspection

could take place. 1 7

During the inspection, divers may be easily tracked by

surface crews using scanning sonar. If an underwater

communication look is available, the diver can be directed

towards targets or away from obstacles. This is important if

divers are needed to remove debris over a wide area and where the

risk to human life is possible.

Scanning sonar may also be used for harbor surveillance.

The AS360 can form either a plan view of the seabed, or a sector

"- through the side of a harbour wall or underwater structure some

200m in diameter. It can scan a complete 3600 circle around the

area (or various segments from 150 to 2700) to provide a real-

time T.V.-type picture and video record. The picture is updated

every few seconds such that the movement of submersibles and even

divers and smaller targets can be clearly detected.

There are several types of scanning sonars that are

available on the commercial market. The AS360 scanning sonar has

been discussed due to its ability to be incorporated with ROV's,

comparatively low cost, and ease of transportation. Several

models of scanning sonars are listed below with approximate

price. Detailed descriptions are found in the Appendix C of this

report.

MODEL 3 APPROXIMATE COST

'"' AS360 MS5 $22K w/o monitor

AS360 MS5A $30K w/o monitor

AS370 $225K

AS380 $425K
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SIDE SCAN SONAR

When environmental factors eliminate the use of ROV's or the

area is to large for scanning sonar and the large area must be

covered quickly, acoustical imaging in the form of side scan

sonar can provide a great deal of information. The high

resolution side scan sonar can provide an excellent overview of

damaged areas. Its ability to rapidly produce photograph-like

images of seafloor topography have made its application towards

waterfront assessment increasingly popular.

To understand how side scanning is used lies in the nature

of the sonar recording process. Figure 2-34 illustrates the side

scan sonar and the side scan sonar technique. The following is

from Reference 18:

6I

The transducer is a linear array which transmits a beam

that is broad in one direction and very narrow in the

other. In normal usage a pair of transducers are

mounted in a towed body such that the broad beam is

vertical and the narrow beam is horizontal. The

transducer body, or towfish, is pulled through the

S. water by an electro-mechanical cable, which carries the

power and signals to and from the graphic recorder on

board the vessel. As the tow body moves along,

successive pulses produce echoes from strips of the sea
floor. The broad vertical beam provides coverage from

* directly beneath the transducer out to the full range

selected by the operator. The transducers are towed at

some height above the sea fioor, so the distances to

bottom features are slant ranges and not a true scale

presentation. The individual pulses are laid down side

by side by the graphic recorder to form a detailed

image of the seafloor.

* 2-71
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FIGURE 2-34 SIDE SCAN SONAR

The resolution that is achieved from side scan sonars have
made it a viable technique fOr waterfront facility inspection.

""[ 'Though primarily used for large areas, the side scan sonar can
... detect some fine detail but will not discern the degree of

;'.'.'.deterioration of a single piling. Figure 2-35, courtesy of Klein

] Associates, Inc., shows a 500 KHz record of pier pilings in
''[Norfolk, VA showing broken and damaged piles. Note the clarity

'. and detail of the high resolution recording.

-...

• Another inspection using side scan sonar was conducted by

%ell Hydromar, Ltd., of Trois Riviera, Quebec, Canada in Quebec

' Harbor. The survey was conducted on a pier face. For further

, t,$ details on the inspection, the reader is referred to the paper by

• .. Mazel 1 8 and the report by Hydromar, Ltd. 19

l .< . < A sample side scan sonar record obtained by Hydromar is

-'.'z."shown in Figure 2-36. This shows a front view of the pier. The

following is a description of the findings by Mazell8:

FGR232-72
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The image shows the texture of the concrete and any

discontinuities in the surface. The horizontal lines

parallel to the top and bottom of the pier are the

small (1 cm) cracks left in the pier face by the form

used for pouring the concrete. At the right side of

the record is an area where the pier construction has

changed to wood, made up of square-cut beams laid

horizontally. The record is light in the area of the

wood because it is smoother than the concrete and

returns less sound to the sonar. With proper tuning

the tiny cracks between the beams could be seen, along

with any deformations on the surface.
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FIGURE 2-36 - SIDE SCAN SONAR RECORD OF PIER FACE, QUEBEC, CANADA

The side scan sonar system offers an advantage in underwater

assessment is the speed at which a large area can be inspected.

The results are immediately available through the direct

. recording process. This makes interpretation of the situation

- immediate. The hardware is available off the shelf and is

readily adaptable to a wide range of survey platforms.

. Specifications of the system are found in Appendix D. The

following are approximate prices for the Model 590 side scan

sonar system components offered by Klein Associates, Inc.

Item Approximate Cost

Model 595 Recorder - When Configured To Accept:

-- 100 kHz/500 kHz Dual Frequency

Side Scan and 3.5 kHz Profiler

Data $41,325.00
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Item(cont.) Approximate Cost

100 kHz/500 kHz Dual Frequency
Side Scan $39,203.00

- 100 kHz or 500 kHz and 3.5 kHz

Dual Frequency $35,490.00

100 kHz or 500 kHz Single

Frequency $33,368.00

Model 422S-I01HF Dual Frequency Towfish $22,500.00

100 Meter Multi-Channel Lightweight Tow

Cable. (Longer lengths available at

$15.93 per additional meter.) $ 2,993.00

100 Meter Multi-Channel Armored Tow Cable

(Longer lengths available at $13.98 per

additional meter.) $ 2,698.00*

*Armored Cable Cut and Reel Charge, per

length $ 175.00

STRAIN GAUGES

A strain gauge is a device employed to measure change in

length over a gauge length or to detect strain at a point.

Electrical strain gauges of many types have become popular in

recent years because of their light weight, small size, ability

to work in dynamic conditions, remote sensing and recording

possibil ities, relatively low cost, and other important

advantage; including extreme strain sensitivity. Construction of
a typical bonded resistance gauge is shown in Figure 2-37.
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To use the electrical resistance gauge, the gauge is first

bonded to the material under going strain so that it essentially

becomes a part of the material to be loaded with deforms with the

material. The wires or foil of the gauge filament will then be

strained producing an electrical effect.

The use of the strain gauge may be incorporated during

construction of the facility. The gauges are then connected to a

"" computer so that at any time the strain on the decking or pile

may be determined. This is useful to determine overloading or to

be used during the engineering assessment.

.. _ _ _Backing

Filament

_-._ _, _ _ (fine wires or foil,
foil now is more
common)

Lead wires Gage cement, often an epoxy Cover (felt, paper,

etc.)
Bonding cement
Filament

Backing (metallic,

Material to be strained foils, paper,

4 epoxies, etc.)

'I.

I

Figure 2-37 - Electrical Resistance Wire Strain Gauge (Ref. 15).
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2.4.10 New Requirements for Inspection

Requirements for inspection refer to post military attack as

well as to a inspection performed during peacetime environment.

The following criteria is followed by Naval Operations for the

- ~ condition and safety of bridges.

0 Structure is inspected underwater at intervals of once

a year, with 15 months being the longest period.

Structures which are especially critical or susceptible

to deterioration are placed on shorter intervals.

o Newly constructed structures, and repairs to

structures, are inspected during and at the end of the

construction, insuring proper construction techniques.

o One hundred percent of all underwater elements are
visually inspected, ten percent are cleaned and probed

and five percent are measured or tested.

o Underwater color photographs are used no matter how

poor the water conditions.

o Each facility is analyzed for load carrying capac '

temporary restrictions are ordered if necessar'y.

o Inspection engineers should have diving q

%,
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2.5 REPAIR

The repair process to be used is derived from the

engineering and management assessment of the total situation.

The engineering assessment develops the safety condition,

capacity of the structure, and the extent/deterioration rate of

the structure. From these three main findings, several repair

methods are generated. To determine the most effective repair, a

management assessment is performed. This analysis compares

repair method criteria to that of the "needs" of the waterfi:ont

facility (e.g., time, available material, personnel, etc...). To

determine if a repair is applicable, these characteristics should

be adhered to:

o Attainable material.

o Assembly should be as simple and accomplished
N with as many non-specialized personnel and

tools as possible.

o Minimum preparation time for repair.

o Assembly should be of few differing

components.

o Repair should be stronger than the system

replaced to account for permanent structural

damage to surrounding areas.

o Must accommodate maximum expected container

loads(30 Long tons), tanks(60 LT), etc...

The following methods of repair will be discussed in three

sections: foundations, piles, and decking.
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2.5.1 Repair Methods For Foundations (Existing Concepts)

Piles are used to transmit the load to a deep stratum that

is strong enough to bear the loads or to develop sufficient

friction around the surface of the piles. If expedient repair is

necessary to replace a pile where the original base of the pile

cannot be used, or if there is need for a pile where previously

there was none, an expedient foundation may be used. The

foundation is a prefabricated base, composed of attainable

material around the facility. The theory behind a foundation is

to distribute the load from the pile over a wide area. The

f actual design is dependent upon type of soil, load, and physical

properties of the materials.

Several foundation designs will be discussed.

o Steel beam foundation

o Concrete foundation

o Rubble foundation
.

o New conceptual designs

* 2.5.1.1 Steel Beam Foundation1 0

Figure 2-38 illustrates the steel beam foundation. This

design uses butt welded wide-flange beams to distribute the pile

loads over a wide area. The area must be level and cleared of

debris for total load transference to the soil. Table 2-26

provides planning and estimating data for steel beam foundation.

2.5.1.2 Concrete Foundation1 0

Figure 2-39 illustrates the expedient concrete foundation.
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This design uses halved 55-gallon drums filled with mesh

reinforced concrete. The large surface area of the concrete
transmits the load of the pile to the soil. Threaded rod is

embedded in the concrete to anchor wide flange beams to the drums
to provide a means for attaching the pile to the foundation.

Like the steel beam concept, the area must be level and cleared
of debris for total load transference to the soil. Table 2-27
provides planning and estimating time for concrete foundation.

2.5.1.3 Rubble FoundationI0

The concept of a Rubble foundation is illustrated in Figure
2-40. Like the steel plate foundation, rubble and early high

strength concrete provide a foundation for a pier pile. The sea

floor is excavated by the use of air jet or air lift. Rubble is
placed into the cavity. The repair pile is lowered by variable

buoyancy air bags into the cavity, then concrete is pumped into

the remaining volume of the excavated area. The pile is then
braced to adjacent piles. Table 2-28 provides planning and

estimating time for rubble foundation.

2.5.1.4 New Conceptual Designs For Foundation

The following two designs are conceptual in-nature and

require further evaluation.

2.5.1.4.1 Steel Plate Foundation

The steel plate foundation is illustrated in Figure 2-41. A

water jet or air lift is used to excavate around the base of the

pile. The failed pile is cut to the bottom of the excavated

area. Rubble is lowered and placed in the hole about half-way to

add support. Early high strength concrete is pumped into the
hole to fill the original grade of the sea bottom. High strength

galvanized bolts are set into the concretv. After concrete has
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time to set up, wide flange beam with a welded steel plate is

lowered by variable buoyancy lift bags. The beam is set into

place and bolted. Shims are used to fill gap between pile caps

and pile. Table 2-29 provides planning and estimating time for

steel plate foundation.

2.5.1.4.2 Skirt Foundation

This type of design for a foundation has been used on a
larger scale with concrete gravity structures in the North Sea

oilfields. The design operation is to transmit axial and bending

moments to the large, heavy foundation which counteract these

forces.

The skirt foundation shown in Figure 2-42 is shown on a

smaller scale. This foundation is precasted, and therefore can

be immediately used. The skirt would be airlifted to the site,

wherein a pile would be inserted into the pile couple and fixed

to the pile cap with shims.

"* 2.5.2 PILES

As discussed in a previous section, there are many causes

for why piles will deteriorate in the marine environment. The

following methods for the repair of steel/concrete/timber piles

were developed by Reference 3. New concepts will be introduced

at the end of the section.

2.5.2.1 Steel Piles (Existing Concepts)

There are several methods for the repair of steel piles.

These methods are grouped into five categories: concrete

encasement partial replacement, complete replacement,

coating/wrapping, and cathodic protection.
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Table 2-26. Planning and Estimating Data for

Steel Beam Foundation

Description of Task: Repair a deteriorated portion of a driven

pile with a prefabricated expedient foundation at the mud line.

The foundation will be 10' x 10' using wide flange beams to

support a 2' diameter steel pile.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 1 welder, 1 steel worker, 1 laborer.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with above-water

welding, underwater lifting procedures.

Productivity of Crew: 0.56 hours per inch of frame perimeter.

(56 hours for 10' x 10' frame.)

Equipment: Arc cutting torch equipment, crane or lifting

equipment, oxy-acetylene torch, variable buoyancy lift bags.

Materials: The area and beam size depends upon the load that the

facility carries. The type of beam used would be wide flange

beams. Yield stress of steel will also be load dependent.

Potential Problems: The area must be level and cleared of all

debris. Settling may occur causing the foundation not to carry

the load. The foundation frames must be floated into position by

variable buoyancy lift bags.

Table 2-26 - Planning and Estimating Data for Steel Beam

Foundation.
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Table 2-27. Planning and Estimating Data

for Concrete Foundation

Description of Task: Repair a deteriorated driven pile by

replacing with a concrete foundation at the mud line. Concrete

foundation consisting of 55 gallon steel drums and wide-flange

steel beams.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 1 welder, 1 steelworker, 1 laborer

Special Training: Familiarity with procedures for concrete

pouring, framework fabrication and installation, above water

welding, underwater lifting procedures.

Equipment: Oxygen arc cutting torch equipment, crane or lifting

equipment, oxy-acetylene torch equipment, hydraulic power unit,

*Z hydraulic drill with bits, variable buoyancy lift bags.

Productivity of Crew: 65 hours for fabrication and placement for

3-55 drums filled with concrete, 4-9' W 12 x 72 beams welded.

Materials:

The area and beam size depends upon the load that

the facility carries. The type of beam used would

be wide flange steel beams.

Concrete

Concrete used is Fc'= 3 ksi. To determine amount of

5' concrete required depends upon the area of the

form. Wire mesh is used for reinforcement.

Fittings

Threaded bolts are bent. The size required depends

upon size of wide flange beams.

Potential Problems: The area must be level and cleared of all

debris. Settling may occur causing the foundation not to carry

V. the load. The foundation frame must be floated into position by

variable buoyancy lift bags.
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Table 2-28. Planning and Estimating for

Rubble Foundation

Description of Task: Repair a deteriorated portion of a driven

pile by constructing a concrete/rubble foundation. Added support

comes from the use of a brace. The foundation of the original

pile is excavated and replaced with rubble and early high

strength concrete. Metal brace is used for lateral stability.

Top of column is fitted to pile cap using shims.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 1 crane operator, 1 laborer

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with underwater

excavation techniques, crane operation, underwater lifting

procedures.

. Equipment Requirements: Airlift, crane or lifting equipment,

variable buoyancy lift bags, concrete pumping equipment,

hydraulic drill and bits.

. Productivity of Crew: 17 hours per pile

Materials:

The pile size depends upon the load that will

be carried. Brace depends upon distance

from adjacent piles.

Concrete

Concrete used is Fc , = 3 ksi. The amount

of concrete required depends upon the

excavated volume.

Potential Problems: Excavation may be prolonged depending upon

* soil composition.
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Table 2-29. Planning and Estimating Data for

-. Steel Plate Foundation

Description of Task: Repair a deteriorated portion of a driven

pile by constructing a steel plate foundation. The foundation of

the original pile is excavated and replaced with rubble and early

high strength concrete. High strength bolts are set into

concrete. Wide flange beam with welded base plate is bolted to

* footing. Top of beam is fitted to pile cap using shims.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 1 welder, 1 crane operator, 1 laborer

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with above-water

welding, underwater excavation techniques, crane operation,

underwater lifting procedures, drill and bits

Equipment Requirements: Airlift, arc welder, crane or lifting

equipment. Variable buoyancy lift bags, concrete pumping

equipment.

- Productivity of Crew: 20 hours per pile

Materials:

The beam size, plate size and bolts depends upon

the load that the column will carry.

,a

Concrete

Concrete used in Fc ' = 3 ksi. The amount of

concrete required depends upon the excavated volume.

I Potential Problems: Excavation may be prolonged depending upon

soil composition.
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2.5.2.1.1 Concrete Encasement

Concrete encasement is a common repair technique used for

semi-deteriorated piles. This adds strength to the pile against

buckling and axial forces. In the splash zone, concrete

encasement is used for corrosion and abrasion protection. The

two types of encasement are flexible and rigid form. Each

encasement technique involves the cleaning of the pile of marine

growth and loose rust using high pressure waterblaster.

2.5.2.1.2 Flexible Forms

A flexible form (Figure 2-43) incorporates the use of a 6x6-

inch wire reinforcing mesh to be placed around the pile, using 3-

inch PVC spacers to hold the mesh away from the pile. A fabric

form is placed around the pile, and secured by the use of

mechanical fasteners top and bottom. Concrete is then pumped

into the fabric form through seacocks using a hose that extends

to the lowest point of the form. To avoid creating voids, the

form should be vibrated. When the form is completely full, the

seacocks should be closed and the pump hose removed.

2.5.2.1.3 Rigid Forms

A rigid form (Figure 2-44) uses a fiberglass form rather

than a fabric form. This type of form incorporates a temporary

wood base plate (Figure 2-45) and friction clamp assembly. Wire

reinforcing mesh is attached to spaces to insure 1-1/2 inches of

concrete cover. The fiberglass reinforced polyester jacket is

installed around the pile and locked with a Z-bead closure.

Concrete is pumped until it begins flowing from the top, wherein

a 45-degree angled epoxy cap is attached to the top of the form.

In some cases, a fiberboard may be used rather than the

fiberglass system (Figure 2-46). This incorporates split
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,i~j fiberboard and the same system of reinforcement as the fiberglass

- [ system except for the use of straps for support rather than
' reinforcing bands.

" Concrete encasement is a technique that can be used for the
-4. " prevention of corrosion and abrasion. This can be installed

during the construction phase or after construction.
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Table 2-30 provides planning and estimating data for repair

of steel piles using concrete encasement. 3

2.5.2.1.4 Partial Replacement

-Corroded sections of H-piles can also be repaired by

replacing with a new piece of H-pile as illustrated in Figure 2-

47. The corroded section of pile is cut out being sure that the* d
bottom and top cuts are square. Temporary supports may have to

be provided to transfer the load from the pile being repaired to

adjacent piles. A welded assembly of a 1-inch steel bearing
plate, two 3/8-inch steel side plates, and four steel angles is

fabricated above water and placed over the bottom cut. Holes are

drilled or burned through the H-pile flange and web, using the

predrilled holes in the assembly as a template. The assembly is

bolted together with 1-1/4-inch galvanized steel bolts. A

section of new H-pile is then cut to fit the missing length of

pile and a 1-inch steel bottom bearing plate is welded to the new

section. The replacement section is placed into position and the

bearing plates are bolted together. The upper joint and four

5/8-inch steel splice plates are welded to both H-pile sections.

A similar method, illustrated in Figure 2-48, involves a

direct attachment of the new pile post to the pier deck using a
1-inch bearing plate bolted to the deck. This arrangement is

necessary when the steel has corroded extensively at the

concrete-steel interface.

Table 2-31 provides planning and estimating data for repair

of steel piles using partial replacement.

2.5.2.1.5 Complete Replacement

In some cases, it is more economical to replace rather than

repair. There are several methods for expedient replacement.

One such method that corresponds to concrete decking, consists of
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Table 2-30 - Planning and Estimating Data for Steel

Pile Repair Using Concrete Encasement (Ref. 3)

-, Description of Task: Repair a deteriorated steel pile by installing a
concrete encasement from 1 foot above the high water line to 2 feet
below the mud line. The total length of encasement is 20 to 30 feet.
Reinforcement of the pile is not required.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 2 laborers.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with the type of jacket to
be used for the concrete form, concrete pump operation, jetting or air
lifting procedures, and removal of marine growth.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, hydraulic power unit, concrete pump
with adequate hose, concrete slump cone, air jetting pump and hose,
rigging equipment, float stage, scaffolding. If ready-mix concrete is
not available, provide a concrete mixer and other equipment (e.g.,
wheelbarrows, shovels, etc.) as needed.

Productivity of Crew: 6 hours per pile repair.

Materials:

3Form Material

Either flexible or rigid forms may be used. When using proprietary
forms, follow manufacturers' recommendations regarding lengths and diam-
eter of forms, top and bottom closures, spacers, bands, straps, and spe-
cial fittings. Forms are ordered prefabricated in the required length
and diameter. For flexible forms, allowance on the length must be made
for extra fabric that may be required around blocking at the top and
bottom of the jacket. Some proprietary systems require that different
types of forms be used in the tidal and submerged zones.

Spacers

* A conservative estimate of the number of spacers must be made. In
calm water and with vertical piles, relatively few spacers will be
required. Rough water and batter piles will require more spacers.

Wire Mesh Reinforcing

Usually 6x6-10/10 welded wire fabric is adequate. Calculate the
width of wire fabric required based on its circumference, taking into
consideration the thickness of the spacers between the pile and rein-
forcing and allowing at least a 12-inch overlap of the ends.

continued
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Concrete

To determine the amount of concrete required to fIII tlie form,
conservative. When using flexible jackets allow for reduction of con-
crete volume due to loss of water through the permeable fabric, enlarge-
ment of the jacket caused by strecching, and waste. Usually an allwance
of 1C: extra concrete over the theoretically calculated quantity is
sufficient. Contact the ready-mix plant operator well in advance to
determine type and amount of concrete and delivery schedule. If ready
mix is not available, provide for hauling, stockpiling, and protecting
cement, aggregates, clean water, and admixtures, and schedule extra

*. man-hours.

Form Reinforcing Straps and Special Fittings

Rigid forms usually require reinforcing straps. The spacing and
number required depend on the type of form and the hydrostatic pressure
of the concrete fill. Some types of reinforcing straps are reusable, but
an allowance should be made for a loss of between 10 and 20% of the
straps each time they are used. In addition to reinforcing straps,
closure forms, blocking hangers, inlet valves, and clamps will be
required, the number and type depending on the forming system being
used.

".

Potential Problems: Potential ripping of fabric forms requires famil-
iarity with repair procedures and the availability of repair equipment.
Potential unzipping or unlocking of form seams requires familiarity with
banding or strapping procedures with form partially full of concrete.
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Table 2-31 - Planning and Estimating Data for Steel Pile Rep -ir

Using Partial Replacement (Ref. 3)

Description of Task: Repair a severely deteriorated steel H-pile by
replacing a section of the pile from 1 foot above the high water line to
2 feet below the low water line. Total length of repair is 10 to
20 feet. Pile is located near the edge of the structure.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 1 welder. 2 laborers.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with underwater cutting
techniques, above-water welding, removal of marine growth, underwater
lifting procedures, and drilling procedures.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, oxygen arc cutting torch equipment,
hydraulic drill with bits, hydraulic power unit, rigging gear, crane or
lifting equipment, float stage, scaffolding, oxy-acetylene torch equip-
ment, clamp-type template for cutting piles.

S. Productivity of Crew: 20 hours per pile repair.

- .: Materials:

Replacement Pile Section

The replacement pile section should be long enough to span the
measured distance between the bottom cut and the top cut on the damaged
pile, minus the thickness of the bearing plates. If replacement is to
be performed to the bottom of the concrete deck, allowance must be made

5. for "swinging" room in bringing the pile under the deck, which is taken
V. up by a shim. The best repair will result if the replacement pile is of

the same cross section as the existing pile.

VPlates

Plate thicknesses will depend on details of splice. Allow for
waste.

* Angles

Angle sizes will depend on details of splice. Allow for waste.

Bolts

Bolts should be ordered slightv longer than normall; required.

Expansion bolts are required :or some details. Al.ow for Vshes due t'

dropping.

Prtentlal PrnJeems: 2,nce new steel I C: adic tJ od S'eel, tiie hne

steel replacement sect u . a high .. ' . i
nr,:,tecte .
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cutting a hole in the decking between existing piles and driving

-: a new pile. Bracing bar may be welded to add lateral stability.

A pile cap is formed under the deck and around the new pile, and

concrete is placed to fill the form and the space in the deck.

Figure 2-49 illustrates the method. 3

Another method of pile replacement involves an opening in

the deck in which a pile is driven at an angle, then laterally

placed under the existing pile cap. A shim is placed between

pile cap and pile to secure the pile in place. This technique is

shown in Figure 2-50.3

A new type of filler that has been developed for repair may

be used in place of or in combination with concrete in some

situations. The name of the product is Instant Road Repair (IRR)

developed by Emcol International Limited of Bristol, U.K.

The product is placed into any size, shape or depth hole or

crack straight from its 25kg packaging, then spread and

compacted. The product consists of 93 percent aggregates

(largely granite) and 7 percent Emcol liquid, which is bitumen

based with additives, including flexibilisers. IRR has been used

at a number of port locations throughout the U.K.

2.5.2.1.6 Coating/Wrapping

To deter natural corrosion from occurring or continuing, the

pile may be coated or wrapped. Some types of coatings/wraps are:

coal tar, epoxies, polyvinyl chloride. The coatings should be

applied from the decking through mean low water.

Planning and estimating data for repair of steel piles using

coatings are provided in Table 2-32 and using wrapping in Table

2-33.
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Table 2-32 - Planning and Estimating Data for Steel

Pile Maintenance Using Wrapping (Ref. 3).

Description of Task: Wrap a steel pipe pile with commercially available
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) wrapping sheets from 1 foot above the high
water line to 2 feet below the low water line. Total length to be
wrapped is 10 to 20 feet.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 1 laborer.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with procedures for removal
of marine growth and installation procedure for the PVC pile wrap to be
used.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, high-pressure pump for waterblaster,
hydraulic power unit, special fastener tools for pile wrapping (depen-

* dent on manufacturer), float stage or work platform.

Productivity of Crew: 3 hours per pile.

Materials:

Polyvinyl Chloride Pile Wrap Unit

Commercially available PVC pile wraps are available in many prefab-
ricated sizes to fit various pile sizes and lengths. Some have separate

" units for splash zone and underwater use, while others are a single
unit. Manufacturers' literature should be consulted before ordering.

Foam Seals, Straps, and Special Fittings

Each pile wrap manufacturer has particular foam seals, fasteners,
and special fittings. Manufacturers' literature should be consulted
before ordering.

S Potential Problems: Projections or sharp edges on the pile may puncture
or tear the pile wrap, so care should be taken to remove such problems.

V
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Table 2-33 - Planning and Estimating Data for SLee'

Pile Maintenance Using Coating (Ref. 3).

Description of Task: Coat a steel pipe pile with underwater protective
coating from I foot above the high water line to 2 feet below the low
water line. Total length to be coated is 10 to 20 feet.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, I laborer.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with procedures for removal
of marine growth and application techniques for underwater protective
coatings.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, high-pressure pump for waterblaster,
hydraulic power unit, protective clothing and gloves for personnel

- handling coatings, float stage or work platform.

Productivity of Crew: 4 hours per pile.

Materials:

Epoxy-Polyamide Underwater Coating

Hand-applied underwater protective coatings are usually purchased
in two-component kits. A 1-gallon kit might include 1 gallon of each
component, resulting in a 2-gallon coverage rate or yield. Coating
coverage is measured in square feet per gallon of mixed material. The
required coating quantity is obtained by taking the square footage to be
covered and dividing by the square foot per gallon coverage rate.

Potential Problems: If water temperature is less than 60*F, proper
bonding may not occur. Successful application requires a neutral or
positive charge on the structure; negatively charged steel repels the
negatively charged epoxy coating. Underwater application may be diffi-
cult. Prior to ordering the coating, a sample area of the surface to be
coated should be tested under conditions identical to those in which the

0, project will be carried out to be sure that the coating will adhere
properly. Skin irritation may occur if individual is sensitive to the
epoxy material.
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Table 2-34 - Planning and Estimating Data for Steel

Pile Maintenance Using Cathodic Protection (Ref. 3)

Description of Task: Install a sacrificial anode on a steel pile below
low water line. A 40-pound anode is attached to the pile with a welded
connection.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, I laborer.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with removal of marine
growth, underwater lifting procedures, and light underwater welding.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, high-pressure pump for waterblaster,
hydraulic power unit, welding machine with leads, welding torch, lift
bags/rigging gear, float stage or work platform.

Productivity of Crew: 1/2 hour per anode.

• Materials:

Anodes

A sacrificial anode should be placed on each pile to be protected
for maximum protection. Wire leads can be run to diagonal or horizontal
bracing members between piles and bonded in place for further protec-
tion.

S7
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2.5.2.1.7 Cathodic Protection

Cathodic protection may be achieved by sacrificial anodes,

impressed current or a combination of the two methods.

Sacrificial anode systems are those most frequently used.

Impressed current systems have shown poor reliability in hostile

environment.

Table 2-34 provides planning and estimating data for piles

using cathodic protection.
3

2.5.2.2 Concrete Piles (Existing Concepts)

As with steel piles, concrete pile repair can be categorized

into specific groups: concrete encasement, epoxy

patching/injection, replacement, wrapping and cathodic

protection.

2.5.2.2.1 Concrete Encasement

Concrete encasement is a common repair, like steel, when the

material has semi-deteriorated. Both flexible and rigid forms

are used extensively. Their function is essentially the same as

with steel in Section 2.5.2.1.1

Table 2-35 provides planning and estimating data for repair

of concrete piles using concrete encasement.
3

2.5.2.2.2 Epoxy Patching/Injection

The amine-cured epoxies are used extensively for concrete

structures. In many cases, epoxy patching s used in localized

area off sallng (Fig. 2-5!l). A hand lay:p it epoxy coating
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reinforced with glass cloth provides an exceptionally heavy

coating for immersion services.
4

Epoxy may also be injected into cracks by using a low

viscosity epoxy grout under pressure (Fig. 2-52). Holes are

drilled into the area to be grouted so that pump injected epoxy

extends to the base of the crack. The drilled holes or ports are

plugged so that the epoxy will not filter out. For deeper,

longer cracks, an epoxy seal or dam is used to contain the epoxy

. within the crack.

The use of epoxy in either case warrants a thoroughly clean

working surface. The epoxy compound should be limited to no

. greater than 3/4 of an inch in thickness. This is due to the

different expansion rates from temperature changes.

Planning and estimating data for repair of concrete piles

" using epoxy patching are provided in Table 2-36 and using epoxy

- injection in Table 2-37. 3

. 2.5.2.2.3 Replacement

Concrete piles may need to be replaced rather than repaired.

In this case, a technique for concrete pile replacement is the

same as steel pile replacement.

2.5.2.2.4 Wrapping

Piles wrapped with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sheet are more

resistant to abrasion and pitting by chemical action because

there is no direct action by seawater on the pile. Table 2-38

O* provides planning and estimating data for repair of concrete

piles using wrappings.
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2.5.2.2.5 Corrosion Protection

Concrete surface can be treated chemically to densify and

harden the exterior (fluoride treatments on sodium silicate

mI
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Figure 2-51 - Epoxy Patching of Concrete Pile (Ref. 3).
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Table 2-35 - Planning and Estimating Data for Concrete

Pile Repair Using Concrete Encasement (Ref. 3).

Description of Task: Repair a deteriorated concrete pile by installing
a concrete encasement from 1 foot above the high water line to 2 feet

C below the mud line. The total length of encasement is 20 to 30 feet.
Reinforcement of the pile is not required.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 2 laborers.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with the type of jacket to
be used for the concrete form, concrete pump operation, jetting or air
lifting procedures, and removal of marine growth.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, hydraulic power unit, concrete pump
with adequate hose, concrete mixer (if ready-mix concrete is not avail-
able), jetting pump and hose, rigging equipment, float stage, scaffold-
ing.

Productivity of Crew: 6 hours per pile repair.

Materials:

Form Material

Either flexible or rigid forms may be used. When using proprietary
forms, follow manufacturers' recommendations regarding lengths and diam-
eter of forms, top and bottom closures, spacers, bands, straps, and spe-
cial fittings. Forms are ordered prefabricated in the required length
and diameter. For flexible forms, allowance on the length must be made
for extra fabric that may be required around blocking at the top and
bottom of the jacket. Some proprietary systems require that different
types of forms be used in the tidal and submerged zones.

Spacers

A conservative estimate of the number of spacers must be made. In
calm water and with vertical piles, relatively few spacers will be
required. Rough water and batter piles will require more spacers.

Wire Mesh Reinforcing

Usually 6x6-10/10 welded wire fabric is adequate. Calculate the
width of wire fabric required based cn its circumference, taking into
consideration the thickness of the spacers between the pile and rein-
forcing and allowing a 9-inch overlap cf tne ends.

e continued
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Concrete

To determine the az.ounc of c..Let requ. reru tiL , e
conse-vative. When using flexible Jackets allow for rediucrt&un f _
crete volume due to loss of water through tne permeable fabric, un1.-

ment -f the Jacket caused by stretching, and waste. Usually ai a
of 1C. extra concrete over the theoretically calculated quantity is
suf fic:ent.

Form Reinforcing Straps and Special Fittings

Rigid forms usually require reinforcing straps. The spacing and

number required depend on the type of form and the hydrostatic pressure

of the concrete fill. Some types of reinforcing straps are reusable, but
an allowance should be made for a loss of between 10 and 20% of the
straps each time they are used. In addition to reinforcing straps,
closure forms, blocking hangers, inlet valves, and clamps will be
required, the number and type depending on the forming system being
used.

Potential Problems: Potential ripping of fabric forms requires famil-
*iarity with repair procedures and the availability of repair equipment.
.' Potential unzipping or unlocking of form seams requires familiarity with

banding or strapping procedures with form partially full of concrete.
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Table 2-36 - Planning and Estimating Data for Concrete

Pile Repair Using Epoxy Patching (Ref. 3).

Description of Task: Repair a deteriorated concrete pile by patching

with hand-applied epoxy. Unit area to be repaired is I ft2 underwater.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, I laborer.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with procedures for removal

of marine growth and application of epoxy patching compounds underwater.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, high-pressure pump for waterblaster,
hydraulic power unit, protective clothing for personnel handling the
epoxy patching compound, float stage or work platform.

Productivity of Crew: 15 mmn/ft 2 underwater.

Materials:

Epoxy Patching Compound

Epoxy patching compounds are usually purchased in two-component
kits, with an aggregate additive. A 1-gallon kit might include 1 gallon
of each component plus aggregate, resulting in more than a 2-gallon
yield. Patching coverage is measured in square feet per gallon. The
required patching yield is obtained by taking the square footage to be
covered and dividing by the square foot per gallon coverage rate.

Potential Problems: If water temperature is less than 60*F, proper
adhesion to the pile may not occur. Skin irritation may occur if
individual is sensitive to the epoxy material.
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Table 2-37 - P~a:-.:: ard E1 '

Pile Repair <s g L \', _

Description of Task: Repair a 6-inch-deep crack in a o!-ret i

injezting low-viscosity neat epoxy grout itr.o the crl . a1 _.r.t:
of crack to be repaired is 10 teet.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, I laborer.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with procedures for renoval
of marine growth, the use of epoxy grout pump, and the use of injectable

-~ epoxy.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, hydraulic drill with bits, high-
pressure pump for waterblaster, hydraulic power unit, protective cloth-
ing for personnel handling the epoxy compound, epoxy pump, float stage
or work platform.

Productivity of Crew: 10 min/linear ft of crack.

Materials:

Low-Viscosity Epoxy Grout

Commercially available injectable epoxy grouts are usually pur-
chased in two-component kits. Mixing proportions will vary, so manufac-
turers' instructions should be followed. The volume of the crack must

.I be estimated by taking its length. average width, and average depth. An
additional 25% should be added to allow for overfilling of the cracks
and inaccuracies in estimating the size of the cracks.

Potential Problems: If water temperature is less than 60°F, proper

adhesion to the pile may not occur. Skin irritation may occur if
. individual is sensitive to the epoxy material.
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Table 2-38 - Planning and Estimating Data for Concrete

Pile Maintenance Using Wrapping (Ref. 3).

Description of Task: Wrap a concrete pile with commercially available
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) wrapping sheets from 1 foot above the high
water line to 2 feet below the low water line. Total length to be
wrapped is 10 to 20 feet.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, I laborer.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with procedures for removal
of marine growth and with installation procedure for the PVC pile wrap
to be used.

Eq ipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, high-pressure pump for waterblaster,
hydraulic power unit, special fastener tools for pile wrapping (depen-
dent on manufacturer), float stage or work platform.

Productivity of Crew: 3 hours per pile.

Materials:

Polyvinyl Chloride Pile Wrap Unit

Commercially available PVC pile wraps are available in many prefab-
ricated sizes to fit various pile sizes and lengths. Some have separate
units for splash zone and underwater use, while others are a single
unit. Manufacturers' literature should be consulted before ordering.

Strap and Special Fittings

Each pile wrap manufacturer has particular fasteners and special
fittings. Manufacturers' literature should be consulted before ordering.

Potential Problems: Projections or sharp edges on the pile may puncture
or tear the pile wrap, so care should be taken to remove such problems.
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Re:"fcrc inq steeI should also be protected from c rr s~om,

or cracK--"q and disintegrat ion of tne concrete wi uccur as the

corrosi r- products expand. Rebar should be coated with an epoxy

or zinc-rich paint before casting.

Cathodic protection of rebar can be applied if the metal

structure is cont.inuous. This means that all rebars must be

-" joined in some fashion.

-. 2.5.2.3 Timber Piles (Existing Concepts)

There are several methods for the repair of timber piles:

.. concrete encasement, partial replacement, complete replacement.

2.5.2.3.1 Concrete Encasement

An ',teel piles, timber piles may also be encased wit ,

corccrete. Thh s method restores damaged timber piles to almost

.'exn.)o and rigid form types are used in the same manner as

,n steel. This technique helps protect the piles from abras. ,rn

a wS w1 a marine borers. Table 2-39 provides planr,!'nq ind

,A .7d t q a a for repair Df t imber piles usi ng cuncrt-,

.p.

2. .2.3. 2 Partial Replacement
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fish plating. A problem that occurs with partial replacement is
the general attack of marine borers to cut timber. I t is

suggested that PVC Wrap and/or creosote be used. Planning and

estimating data for repair of timber piles by posting to the mud

line are provided in Table 2-40 and by fish plating to below the

low water line in Table 2-41. 3

2.5.2.3.3 Posting Techniques

The two popular posting techniques used are the drift pin

(Figure 2-53) and the pipe sleeve (Figure 2-54) method. The

drift pin method excavates the soil around the driver section of

pile where in the pile is cut below the mud line. The damaged

section is removed and replaced with a new section. This section

is attached to the sound timber pile with galvanized drift pins

and the pile cap with shims and galvanized bolts.

The pipe sleeve method is the same as the drift pin except

* that rather than using drift pins, a bottom joint is created

using a pipe sleeve. Boat spikes are used to hold the sleeve in

place. At the decking, the new pile is shimmed tight against the

pile cap and secured with drift pins.

2.5.2.3.4 Fish Plating Technique

Figure 2-55 illustrates the fish plating technique. 3  This
method uses small timber sheets to be used as splices for

connections between new and old timber members. Structural bolts

are used to connect the new member at the pile butt and at the

pile cap.

2.5.2.3.5 Complete Replacement

Piles that are severely deteriorated may be more
I economical y replaced rather than repaired. Replacomenl

techniques are the same as steel ;i e+ replacement

? !1i'a
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Table 2-39 - Planning and Estimating Data ."imte.

Pile Repair Using Concrete Encasement (Ref. 3)

.. Descr:ition of Task: Repair a deteriorated timber pile by installing a
* concrete encasement from I foot above the high water line to 2 feet

below the mud line. The total length of encasement is 20 to 30 feet.
Reinforcement of the pile is not required.

Size f Crew: 2 divers, 2 laborers.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with the type of jacket to
be used for the concrete form, concrete pump operation, jetting or air
lifting procedures, and removal of marine growth.

Equip.ent Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinderwith Barnacle Buster attachment, hydraulic power unit, concrete pump

-.'.- with adequate hose, concrete mixer (if ready-mix concrete is not avail-
able), jetting pump and hose, rigging equipment, float stage, scaffold-

*ing.

,"i Produztivity of Crew: 6 hours per pile repair.

Materials:

Form Material

Either flexible or rigid forms may be used. When using proprietary
forms, follow manufacturers' recommendations regarding lengths and diam-

" eter of forms, top and bottom closures, spacers, bands, straps and spe-
cial fittings. Forms are ordered prefabricated in the required length
and diameter. For flexible forms, allowance on the length must be made
for extra fabric that may be required around blocking at the top and
bottom of the jacket. Some proprietary systems require that different

.5. types of forms be used in the tidal and submerged zones.

"'" > acers

A conservative estimate of the number of spacers must be made. In

;,. calm water and with vertical piles, relatively few spacers will be
required. Rough water and batter piles will require more spacers.

cont nued
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Wire Mesh Reinforcing

Usually 6x6-10/10 welded wire fabric is adequate. Calculate the
width of wire fabric required based on its circumference, taking into
consideration the thickness of the spacers between the pile and rein-

,% forcing and allowing a 9-inch overlap of the ends.

Concrete

To determine the amount of concrete required to fill the fo~m, be
conservative. When using flexible jackets allow for reduction of con-
crete volume due to loss of water through the permeable fabric, enlarge-
ment of the jacket caused by stretching, and waste. Usually an allowance
of 10% extra concrete over the theoretically calculated quantity is
sufficient.

Form Reinforcing Straps and Special Fittings

Rigid forms usually require reinforcing straps. The spacing and
number required depend on the type of form and the hydrostatic pressure
of the concrete fill. Some types of reinforcing straps are reusable, but
an allowance should be made for a loss of between 10 and 20% of the
straps each time they are used. In addition to reinforcing straps,
closure forms, blocking hangers, inlet vrlves, and clamps will be
required, the number and type depending on the forming system being
used.

Potential Problems: Potential ripping of fabric forms requires famil-
iarity with repair procedures and the availability of repair equipment.
Potential unzipping or unlocking of form seams requires familiarity with

banding or strapping procedures with form partially full of concrete.

%
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Tab!e 2-40 - Planninq ard L"sti -.ating Data .. T be:

Pine Repair Using Partial Rep'acc:ent to Mdd ',

3)

Description of Task: Repair a severely cterior-aed :rbe: re Ic

posting to the mud line with a new pile butt connected witi a pipe
- . sleeve at the base of the replacement section. Total length of repair

is :0 to 30 feet. Pile is located near the edge of the structure.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 2 laborers.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with underwater cutting

techniques, procedures for removal of marine growth, Jetting or air
lifting procedures, underwater lifting procedures, and drilling proce-

dures.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, hydraulic drill with bits, hydraulic

power unit, air lift or jetting pump and hose, rigging equipment, c. ne

or lifting equipment, float stage, oxy-acetylene torch equipment, clamp-
* ing template for cutting piles, and hydraulic chain saw.

v. Prcductivity of Crew: 10 hours per pile.

Materials:

Replacement Pile Section

he replacement pile section should be lor.g enough to span te i -
sured distance between the bottom cut and the top cLt Ln t:.d

pile. If replacement is to be performed to the bottom of t:.e cr. rote
deck, allowance must be made for swining'' room in bringing r .e pr i
un-er the deck and a shim installed to fill i'e gap.

*. Pipe Sleeve

-e pipe sleeve is required to provide a moment resisting C",:nec-
5-,. th.:n at the base of the repair. The dlaocter of the pipe slucve mu.t I-

sufficiently large to accept both the existing pipe and the replacc:'::t
* se:-tin. The minimum length of the pipe sleeve shLould be 3 feet.

Connection Hardwiare

Connection hardware will dc~:.e, n Of.e detai of th"e reair '

for losses due to dropping.
S

., , P: .. . , Pr ,.Ilr.m : All load usn t he r'e~'-o t,:n the cx;Oti1g v~i'e

he: re it is cut to avoid Ja i I th,.. . *;reosote v-'ii n a 1(s0t
,; s and ma' cause ckin irritation.
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Table 2-41 - Planning and Estimating Data for Timber

Pile_ Repair Using Partial Replacement to Below Low

Water Line (Ref. 3)

Description of Task: Repair a severely deteriorated timber pile by
posting to 2 feet below the low water line with a new pile butt con-
nected by a fish plate splice at the base of the replacement section.
Total length of repair is 10 to 20 feet.

Size of Crew: 2 divers, 2 laborers.

Special Training Requirements: Familiarity with underwater cutting
techniques, procedures for removal of marine growth, underwater lifting
procedures, and drilling procedures.

Equipment Requirements: High-pressure waterblaster, hydraulic grinder
with Barnacle Buster attachment, hydraulic drill with bits, hydraulic
power unit, rigging gear, crane or lifting equipment, float stage, oxy-
acetylene torch equipment, clamping template for cutting piles, and
hydraulic chain saw.

Productivity of Crew: 8 hours per pile.

Materials:

Replacement Pile Section

The replacement pile section should be long enough to span the
measured distance between the bottom cut and the top cut on the damage
pile. If replacement is to be performed to the bottom of the concrete
deck, allowance must be made for "swinging" room in bringing the pile
under the deck and a shim installed to fill the gap.

Connection Hardware

Connection hardware will depend on the details of the repair. The
attachment to the pile cap should include a minimum of two bolts. The
fish plate splice should include a minimum of two bolts through each
side of the splice, for a total of four bolts. Bolts should be ordered
slightly longer than calculated to allow for oversized piles. Allow for
losses due to dropping.

Fish Plate

The fish plates are used in pairs, one on each side of the repair,
and are made of 4- by 10-inch treated timber. The minimum length of

each fish plate is about 3 feet.

Potential Problems: If the connection is weak in resisting moments, the

connection should be made so that it is strongest in the direction of

the side loading. All load must 'be removed from the existing pile

before it is cut to avoid ja-oning the saw. Creosote will ruin a wet

suit and may cause skin irritation.
2-119
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"-* 2.5.2.3.6 Wrapping

Pol'vinyl chloride (PVC) sheets are a widely Lised technique

tor the protection of timber piles. This he~ps to prevent

further marine borering and to destroy already existing borers

within zn.e pile. There are two commonly used PVC systems: two

unit wrap (Figure 2-56) and single unit wrap (Figure 2-57).

The two-unit pile wrap system, uses an upper intertidal unit

starting at least 1 foot above mean high water and extending to

at least 3 feet below mean low water. The lower unsealed unit

overlaps the intertidal unit and extends to below the mud line.

Polyurethane foam seals are used at each end of the intertidal

unit to ensure air and water tightness.

* The single-unit method uses a single jacket that extends the

full length of the section of the pile to be protected.

2.5.2.4 New Conceptual Designs for Piling

The following design is conceptual and merits further

evaluation.

2.5.2.4.1 Shoring Pile

A snoring pile (Figure 2-58) would be used as a partial

replacement. The damaged section of pile is cut out wherein a

* pile con.-ector is fitted, or an assembly is used to incorporate
steel bearing plates. A internal screw is wound upward by use cf

a pile w.rench which makes contact with a shim and pile cap. [By

. tighter' the screw, the shoring pile begins to carry the axial

a~d r r ho decking.

.-.
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2.5.3 PIER AND WHARF DECKING (EXISTING CONCEPTS)

This section discusses possible Solutions for pier damage,

specifically the decking. The following is a general description

of expedient repairs developed in Reference 9, which include:

steel beam concept, erector set concept, steel beam mat concept,

steel beam and timber deck concept, steel beam and steel bar

grate concept. Reference 9 should be consulted for detailed

information and calculations.

2.5.3.1 Steel Plate Concept

When examining expedient repair for decking, simplicity and

ease of installation should be observed. Steel plates are a

means to cover a damaged area of a pier quickly and easily.

Reference 9 states that 10 Kip steel plates can be selected from

a stack, loaded onto a truck, unloaded and placed in 1.5 hr.

Depending on the size of the crater, plate size may vary. This

mainly depends upon the loads that the plate is subject to.

Figure 2-59 shows the use of steel plates that are 8'xlO'x2"

to cover damage. 9  Steel plates may be maneuvered into place by

vehicles rather than cranes. To hold the plates in place, a

system of bolts may be used or welded slabs of metal

perpendicular to the plate to constrain lateral movement. Figure

2-60 illustrates moment capacity of steel plates of various

strengths.

For design and comparison calculations, see Appendix D of

Reference 9.

2.5.3.2 Erector Set Concept

Anot hs, - type of method which integrates the use of wide

flange beams and 1-inch steel places bolted to both f lanqes

.
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(Figure 2-61). This creates a larger moment carrying capaciry.

.r'- Designs are developed for two types of repair modules. Type A
modules are similar to the cross section in Figure 2-62 (Ref.

10). Type B modules are Type A modules without the bottom plate.

Type A or Type B modules are installed as shown in Figure 2-63AN-

(Ref. 10). A total of 50 to 100 manhours and 24 scheduled hours

are consumed for a complex repair.

2.5.3.3 Steel Beam Mat Concept

The concept of the steel beam mat illustrated in Figure 2-

64, is to lay wide flange steel beams side by side to be used as
a bridge. According to Reference 9, the flanges of the beams

will be 1 foot wide and would only be sufficiently bolted

together enough to prevent lateral movement. The scheduled time

* and manhours are one-third those of the erector set concept. For

detailed design and comparison calculations, see Appendix D of

Reference 9.

2.5.3.4 Steel Beam and Timber Concept

Figures 2-65 and 2-66 illustrate two possible designs for

timber and steel repair concepts (Ref. 10). This type of system

shows great interest due to ease of access to materials.

Disadvantages to the first method are that the edges of the

crater have to be cleaned, slingers must be attached to theS."
underside of the deck, and pre-assembly is not possible. Method
2 is more feasible in respect that the beams are laid on the deck

and pre-assembly is possible. Calculations and designs are shown

in Appendix D of Reference 9.

%'
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2.5.3.5 Steel Beam and Steel Bar Grate Concept

In replacement of timber decks is steel bar grate.

Interlocking grating is a possible choice due to its high

strength and durability. The disadvantage is that bar grate has

only one way structural resistance, and composite action cannot

be developed between the bar grate and supporting beams. Design

and comparison calculations are found in Appendix D of Reference

9.
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Figure 2-60 - Moment Capacity of Steel Plates of VariousS
Strengths (Effective Width Equals 3 ft.) (Ref. 10).
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2.5.3.6 New Concepts

The following designs are conceptual and merit f r ter

evaluation. The two types examined are used in other fields of

structural design but may be used for waterfront repair.

2.5.3.7 King Post Truss

The king post truss assembly (Figure 2-67) is a technique

used to add strength to a weakened floor or deck. The beam truss
or king post truss adds support by the tightening of the threaded

rods. This creates an opposite reaction force to the load which
;s transferred to a plate that acts over a larger area. By

pushing upward on the lessened capacity decking, strength is

returned to support the loads.

2.5.3.8 Isolation Bearing

This type of bearing is mainly used in areas of seismic

activity. The possibility of use could be with the pile/pilecap

interface. Figure 2-68 illustrates an isolation bearing.

The bearing is a rectangular block of material, ozone-

resistant rubber with cylindrical cores of pure lead. To provide

vertical stiffness to the bearing from inhibiting side bulging,

cl,7sely spaced horizontal sheet steel laminations (shims) are

bonded to the rubber during fabrication.

Under small lateral loads and movements, the lead provides

most of the lateral stiffness and behaves elastically. However,

under sufficiently large loads the lead yields, and the bearing's
* lateral stiffness is then provided by the ruhber alone.

>NO,
'7.
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MiniROVER MKII The Modular LC ROV System

ERe MniPO -M~is sa ma.z .SYSTEM DESCRIPTION (9m tne piots TV monitor. Modular Consir uc-
perlormance. upgraced version of the The '.10 is eq~ pped stanoorcJ with 0 ttfing. ton allows the user to reconfigure the syistem
pcpu:ar NIn,'CvER V.?J it is aes- gneo to. . ;t-T ie! rn. resouton. Ccor TV to best suit the task at hand
spec,!ca.:y for the hea.,y a.ty neeos ct camra~ A lateral thruster compiments the A variety of standard options are
commercial and m.. tory users. Tne NA..-'s r"'Cal cr n~ oe ozna hses a.,laole off-the-shelf The vehicle is
greater thrust, speed ana depth The 1,?" rack-mnount power console with equipped with spore UW. connectors and
CcpCPoxtes than the MKLI, yet shares corn trars t case ondj a ruggeci2ea hand con- has additional AC I DC power available for
peate commonakty, of componernts ano trcu c aso come as stonaard equipment, use as required.
spare parts with the orignal MiniPO', E? The Usur ti~cr,enc. Ooraphics are an ex. Designed tor performance and flexibility
f.16I can be purchased sepcirctei as a clus ~e Mk.. eoara Hi ;r accuracy digital once available only In larger more expen-
systlem or the standard l"MKI can) be upgroca Co;:_*-r and he-odlng. date andtc timet as weil sive ROy systems. the MinIROVER MKII is the
ed to MiAil specifications at a modest cist as c-ner ,sor rquiredl aca are displayed most cost-effective ROV system In the wortd,

SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS
L0."2-~rase prce

2. N1n -nal coperating costs
* ana su.pport reqii ements

Cor-'clct - e and lignt we. Oht

TrorL ortocce as .;e

* Moo .-or cons!-uct!on

10,'eor spores S.-pporf prog ram
anc t-r. sn,& ceiivery of spares

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
* GENERAL OUTLINE

VEHICL VIEWING SYSTEM
Operationcl 0 to 500 ft. ('152 meters) TV Camera: Low-light. high- PROPULSION

* Depth standard resolution color TV Horizontal: Two thrusters for FWD. REV. CW.
0 to 890 ft. (270 camera CCW movements with 11 lbs.
meters) optional with 4.8mm/f 1.6 lens (4.8 kg) min. thrust

Size Length 34 In. (86cm) with skids NISO or PAL available Continuous (51/ lbs. (2.5 kg)
Widtn 18 5 In. (47cm) Sens~tvity: 11 ft. candle. ('10 lux) thrust each)
Hight 16.5 in (42cm) with' IM color. Optional: Quad Thruster Package pro-

bail .5 ft. candle B/W vlding 20 lbs, of peak thrust con-
'4e-ght 70 lbs ± 5 (32 kg) Horizontal 30lnstpcllnosmn

clepncet o opion Resluton ateal: One thruster mounted In tunnel-
kor~vrd Speea-. 2 5 knts in still water siN Ratio; 46 dlb typical uinder main hull for lateral
(opt'ona.) (Dual H thruster) Lens Viewing Angle: Horizontal 860. ±50 lef/right movements

2 9 knts in still water (in water) Vertical 580. ± 50 3 lbs. ('1.4 kg] ot thrust peak
(Quad H thruster) TV Til ±550 from center Vertical: One thruster centrally located.
Proven operable In speed of 450 per mounted'In tunnel through main
currents up to 1.5 knts second hull

Payload 8 to 12 lbs. (3.6 to 5 4 ~ Servoed to operators 3 lbs. (1.4 kg) of thrust peak with
*kg) user adjustable control position full screens

Buoy'an-cy t I lb (45kg) in Lights Two 150 waft long-life All thrusters are proportionally controlled .In
seawater quartz halogen lamps speed and direction via jaysticks an

StbyInherent low center of with remote OnlOff at ruggedized hand control box.
gravity in roll and pitch control console (250

Mag ana Acouistic wafts optional)
Sgnatures Mag ± 28 gamma ITMS

* AL~~~u~~hO (ref I meter) _______________________________________

Ac-, sic 30db peak aboie
amcient (ref i metr/I UMBILICAL CABLE
micropascal) Len n -,5100 ft. (152 meters) standard. SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

S ,-AE O E? NI 500fft (456 meters) max. Porwer: 100/120/208/24OVAC 10%.
SUPACEP~hER NIT3000 ft. (912 meters) optional 50/60 Hz

,,a eih 5 n(2 m Wesgnt in Wutei 13 lbs. per '1000 ft. (5.9 kg per 11 kw max.
(cweirail) Wdth 22 in. (55 cm) 304 meters) Crew: One pilot/technician

Length 26 in. (66 cm) Strengtjh 8,50 lbs. (388 kg) breaking One pilot/tender
*Weight 61 ls. (27 8 kg) Consrruclton Outer cibrasion )aCet of IPP Generator: '1500 waft min capacty,

pmax shipweight over kevior strength member Recommended wvith 3/2' hr min.
R1_GrGEOiZED HANtD CONrTROLLER flexible ±600C fuel capacity typical

ze Height 6 5 in (17 cmn) rehigh quailty COAX (75 onms imp) 14 #26 Tic- %Qort. Two man portable
% (overall) Width '12 in ('30 cmn) AhO yuroei insulated conductors. alt 600rv All components In shipping

%rated, pored and grouped as required by user cases
%Length 6 in ('15 cm)wihtdroorrltemninAnsutbevicercaf

Welght 5 0 obs. (2 28 kg) Wt il oofbetriain n utbevhceo rf



CCNTPCL CCN':O'E FEATLJPES

Murlt rc!,r~oa rsrs'rnl

Cable and Hand(' Con~troller VIDEOGRAPHICS DATA DISPLAY
storage insde bottom cover Analog compass rose

Te~her cable turns couner
Ana og aepth bar graph
Dota and time with battery back up
Relc~iye oi' iude an)d depth d.s;:ici

HAND CONTROLLER FEATURES Pon oa t1,t camera (op!jonai)

Hevy-duty cst aluminum case Dual ux:Iiry nolog inputs (C P,
loyStiCk and control Crop protectors temperor ure ec)

-1se-defneabe aui;!iry fnctins Fontpanel conircls 1,colbrolons ana, 'ese",
ucl range propulsion controls Video enhancer Amp,

kemoie venicle On/Oti control Dual video outouts (videa. and
25 tt. extension cable videogropi Cs)

*SIMPLE, BASIC AND RELIABLE.

NAVIGATIONAL AIDS/DATA DISPLAYS
ej:.")Analog strain gouge

pressure sensor
7cinge 0 to 890 ft (270

meters)
Dsplay 3V2 digit and ancoog

bar graph

* 9es u~on1 ft ( 3 meters)
Heociarg ech! FI'.x gate magne'c

sersor
FPCnge C, fo 3s9o
D sc I a 3 a Z; an-d compc,--,s

rose
Ac cur a c ±2 Co max

* 2eosolut~on 23 C
*oe ~agaona; a rts -A1 aclo ain

aisplc,ed on p)It TV -3- '-r ,o l,
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MiniROVER MKII
S APLPUCATIONS.

'-.' The MiniROVER has operated successfully
on diverse commercial. scientific and

%-. military applications worldwide,

GENERAL 

" .

Under-Ice surveys and operations
In situ biological studies and sampling
Diver observation and management
Dam and tunnel Inspection
Interior and external pipeline inspection
Inspection of nuclear reactor facilities
Salvage operations
Offshore structure surveys
Inspection of sewer and water systems
Police and rescue squad operations

MILTAIY
Foside security sweeps
Sonar dome surveys
Airborne and shlpborne MCM identification
Damage control and assessment
Ship and sub-hull security

as well as many other applications

Consult factory with your requirements

WORLD LEADER IN LC ROV TECHNOLOGY
WORLDWIDE SERVICE AND SUPPORT
In U.SA: Benthos Inc CUSTOM-BUILT ROVs

Edgerton Drive Deep Sea Systems has extensive ROV
North Falmouth, Mass. 02563 engineering experience and the manufac-
US.A, turing capacity to custom-design and build
Telephone: (617) 540-5500 any special ROV requirements from the
Telex: 820673 smallest to the deepest (6000m-for com-

mercial and military applications. Please
In Europe: MK Services ULd. contact our sales office with your requests.

Units 5 & 6. Collec Depot
Billington Road, Leighton Buzzard
Beds U7 9HH
United Klngdom
Telephone: (44) 525-382333
Telex: 825654

,'o

j'rrnPSMTYISI[/lS DEEP SEA SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL. INC.
":"It lll,1 iO/l. I/C. has an ongoing Product Refinement Program. p,,os..n.d by

." RO. Box 622, Falmouth, MA 02541 U5,A Specifications are subject to change without
617-540-6732 Telex: 910 380 7490 notfcatlon
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;. "GROUP LIMITED
HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING SONAR AS360 MS5

ROV SYSTEM MODEL 2536

ROV System Utilising state of the art microprocessor
UDI introduce a 3rd generation sonar, AS360 techniques minimises the conductor require-
MS5 derived from the highly successful AS360 ment to a screened twisted pair (power
general purpose sonar obtained from vehicle) and gives high immunity

*The AS360 MS5 is a mechanically scanned to electrical noise, ensuring good operational
sonar of high resolution capability specifically coniuatonsr anwde lrets. mblia

-~designed for installation on small remotelycofgrtnsadlgh.
* operated unmanned vehicles. With a range of UDI Group Ltd.
- -, up to 60 metres the search capability iseytUDI is part of John Brown Engineers an

At shorter ranges the combination of modern Constdiructorsrawhoar aHolly own edictdt
TV refreshed techniques and wide sonar Sbiir fTaagrHuePCddctdt* development in the field of Sul-ea Technology.bandwidths offer the operator the optimum in The Company supplies high resolution sonar
visual presentation in both monochrome andantevionothofsrendilay

colourmarkets. Engineering activities include the
Frontal area has been minimised by the us, e of development and operation of Subsea wor k
an independent scanning head and separate systems such as the Trenching and Cable
external electronics unit. This ensuru:s lo, drg Burial System.
and alows the sonar and eluctrui-ss tu L, Operations also inclode a surv cV divrion with
placed in the optimumn positicns, cii ttic2 [A0V fur conlsidurable uxe~nein offshorv

0 both balance and h ;dro(ii ,n-iir. positionlivj. rxo~c nd sonir 5;Ui\ 0/s

JOHN BROWN

," . -

/ ., d '*. '



HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING SONAR AS360 MS5

ROV SYSTEM MODEL 2536
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Interconnecting Cable

TO metre 6 way 15mm 0, D pu ' urut,.ane ,eatned
- Transducer Unit Model No. 2350

A pressure compensated unit housing the transducer Electronics
drve motor, preamplifier, and angle sensor connected tj Lench:h 275mm
the electronics unit by a 3 metre fluid filled cable Diameter 88rm
assembly. The transducer array is interchangeable to allo. , Weight in Air 2 4Kg

, user flexibility (optional transducers available) Weignt in Wrater 0 6Kg
Connector Urjb i.ca! 6 wayrnae UDI

Electronics Unit Model No. 2352 Transducer 12 way female UDI
The circuits for control and operaion of the transducer are Materal Hard anodised aumi~mum
mounted in a one atmosphere hard anodised a.urmnium Depth Rating 750 metres
housing. Integral power supplies enable system operaton Po ,er Supply 22 -27 ,,uits DC 24'.A
from a single 24 volt DC supply. Telemetry RS422 .; U2 5 KUIT, SEC

* Interconnection Cable Model No. 2255 Umbilical Requirements
- A 10 metre polyurethane 6 way cable for interconnecting Conductors 2 (screened twisted par -
" the Electronics unit to the Surface Control unit. Used for recommended)

test and service purposes. A 2 metre cable whip jModel Max acceptable
2255 - 2001) terminated with electronics unit connector Cable loss 40db at 10 to I bMHzt
only is supplied for client terminaton to vehicle umblical Max Cable loop

resistance 130 ohms
* Control Unit Model No. 2027 Max Cable length

Built in a standard 19 inch rack chassis - full control of using RG108 1600 metres
scanning functions (sector direction, size, etc ) are
available to the operator. A single gain control (time and Control Unit

. RGC Laws being programmed internally) ensures Ranges 10, 20, 40, 60 m
simplicity of setting. Sector Sizes 15' 30, 60' 90' 180, 2700

Separate video outputs of high resolution RGB/composite Sector Posion oAdjustable
colour and monochrome allow both to be displayed Display Modes Scan or F Mybacksimultaneously or recorded on standard video machines Video 0/P (Mono) Composite Video
Self-testing software routines provide early warning of Video O/P (Colour) R G B. plus Sync
potential system failure. (composite video)Unit is provided in a splashproof transit enclosure Power Supply 240/1OV ac 200vA (Auto

. Selecting

" OPTIONS Temp Operating O°C to + 40'C
Temp Storage -20°C to + 60'C

See options sheet for descripion of units. Weight 25Kg
OP" Dimensions 549(W) x 202(H) x 342(D).,"Option Part Number ConstructiOn 19 inch Rack ftted in

Stand Alone Monochrome Display 2081

19 " Rack Mount Monochrome Display 2085 splashproof enclosure

Stand Alone Colour Display 2088
Integral Enclosure (Surface Unit and 19 "display) 2089
Multi-target Marking Cursor Control Unit 2071

* Multi-target Page Store 2027-3010
S.. 

131
SPECIFICATION
Transducer Unit 5U
Frequency 700 kHz
Beam Width Transmit 150 x 50'
Beam Width Receive 150 x 500 I * --- 4 *"o'd- "
Height 137mm - -
Drameter 88mm TRANSDUCER
Veight in Air 2 3 Kg UNIT
%'e.3ht in Water 1 4 Kg .. ,
"Yaterial N Jlalto~n " '"" "-'

Depth Ratng 750 rietres . -

A,J SZ4 ',ICjht,Q 1 41nd Wesr~llO t basled ) ¢ullell dat a1,1 -1 1"0 e 1 l . . . .. 11aiO. i aD.o, i w u, e .o , ,e c, i. , . i go O h, ,1 .... ELEC IRO N IC UN IT

udGOUP LJMIT ED
e, more Road

% dge of Don
Ater-een A82 8JW
'e :,noe (c2241 70355! lex 73361 Fax 8213 JOHN BROWN
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: HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING SONAR AS360 MS1A

ROV SYSTEM MODEL 2534

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Interconnecting Cables
, Transducer Unit Model No. 2340 3 metre 12 way 14mm O/D Poyuretnane Sneathed

A mechanically scanned Transducer array manufactured 10 metre 3 way 11mm 01 D Polyurethane Stj,At tud
in UPYC with the motor drive mechanism and pre-amplier
electronics housed in a one atmosphere titanium alloy Eletr Houin
body permitting a depth capability to 1500 metres Diameter 176mmtiHeight 145rm

Electronic Unit Model No. 2332 Material Titanium Alloy
The electronics are mounted within a titanium alloy Depth Rating 1500 metres
housing ensuring the maximum immunity from corrosion Weight in Air 6Kg
and allowing a depth capability to 1500 metres. Weight in Water 2,5Kg

Communication Bi-directional FSK telemetry linkTransducer Cable Model No. 2254
A 3 metre polyurethane 12 way cable for interconnecting Umbilical Requirements
the Transducer unit and the Electronics unit. Conductors 2 (Screened Twisted Pair

preferredl
. Interconnection Cable Model No. 2249 Max acceptable

.,.-A 10 metre polyurethane 3 way cable for interconnecting Cable loss 40db at (0 5 to 1 6MHz)
the Electronics unit to the Surface Control unit. Used for Max Cable loop
test and service purposes. A 2 metre cable whip (model resistance 130 ohms
2249 - 2001) terminated with electronics unit connector Max Cable length
only is supplied for client termination to vehicle umbilical, using RG108 1 6Km

" Control Unit Model No. 2027 Control Unit
Built in a standard 19 inch rack chassis - full control of Ranges 10.20,40, 100m
scanning functions (sector direction, size, etc) are Sector Sizes 15 .30260? 90,180.270'
avalable to the operator. A single gain control (time and Sector Position Adjustable
RGC laws being programmed internally) ensures Scanning Modes Continuous or Sector
simplicity of setting. Gain Automatic or Manual
Separate video Outputs of high resolution RGB/composite Display Modes PPI or Sector
colour and monochrome allow both to be displayed Video O/P (Mono) Composite Video
simultaneously or recorded on standard video machines. Video 0/P (Colour) RGB plus Sync
Self-testing software routines provide early warning of (composite video)
potential system failure. Video O/P Format PAL or NTSCp Power Supply 240/110V ac selectableUnit is provided in a splashproof transit enclosure. 200VA

OPTIONS Temp Operating 0'C to +40*C
Temp Storage -20'C to +60°CSee options sheet for description of units. Weight 25Kg

Option Part Number Dimensions 549(W) x 202(H) x 342(D)mm
Stand Alone MonochromeDisplay 2081 Construction . 19 inch Rack fitted in
19" Rack Mount Monochrome Display 2085 splashproof enclosure
Stand Alone Colour Display 2088
Integral Enclosure (Surface Unit and 19" Display) 2089
Multitarget Marking Cursor Control Unit 2071 TRANSDUCER UNIT
Multitarget Page Store 2027 -3010

SPECIFICATION
Transducer Unit TRANSDUCER INTERCONNECTINGTrasduerUni | (CABLE-3M CABLE

Frequency i500kHz S

Beamwidth Transmit 1.4' x 270
Beamwidth Receive 3 4' x 270
Pulse Width 100 us
Angular Scan Rate 18"/see, 18'/sec. 12'/sec, t' -147 0

7 2°/sec (Range dependant)
Height 155mm
Diameter 155mm
Weight in Air 5.15Kg
Weight in Water 2 9Kg
Material (Body) Titanum Alloy E R U
Material (Transducer) UPVC ELECTRONIC UNIT
Depth Rating 1500 metres

A,$Sal¢,b ii n n i mo-al'on a'a ba.%.1 O "I' en (, l~ , i ,,e w~ E-

t' ..csi on itoroai UDI ie, t he in. ghl 'hor A:. ,u

ol , oduci ,,,t-01 .e ieM o e

udiGOUP UMITED
Dnnmore Road

e r d g e o f D o n -. ,, -, . , ,. ,
A,.ardeen AB12 JW

Telephone (0224) 703551 Telex 73361 Fax 821339 JOHN BROWN
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udi GROUP LIMITED
rSEABED SURVEILLANCE SONAR MODEL AS370

......

The AS370 Seabed Surveillance Sonar The capability of connection of several
complements a family of mechanically scanned underwater sensors controlled by a single
sonars specifically designed for security and operator surface unit exists providing a
underwater surveillance systems. This faily reduction in overall cost and complexity of
comprises the AS360, AS370 and AS380 multipic systems.

The AS370 is designedv.,ith long tkhrrn Integration to larger systems is readily
immersion capabilities h,-r coai,'al vA. iJ eri;se ia stand-ird ceiryuter
harbour surveillance jnta:!,11on5, v~hLcW
Frotect on agjain" 1nd .a -,r n

craft is req~uired.

S JOHN BROWN
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SEABED SURVEILLANCE SONAR MODEL AS370

The AS370 surveillance sonar is designed tj meet Sonar Modes:
* th folowin oprahoal citeraThere are three sonar modes employing different

- ~ * Long Term Underwater Immersion transmission and signal processing techniqiues.
o Shallow Water Deployment These are:
*Ranges to 1000m 0PW Frotmmrnerslto
e High Resolution Display *PW FrOtmmrnerslto

* Scur Log Iteronnctin CHiRP For maximum interference immunity
e immunity to Acoustic Interference * DOPPLER Target relocating ,aalysis

CONTROL UNIT

Control Unit:

The s,.rface control unit offers, 'ar,o us C~~~yand
processing features. These inc'Lade.

* Six Page Storage and Recal
o Zoom x 5 Magn,!ication

% o~ Crign Shift x 2 Magnification
* Normal PPI DisplayUNEWTRNIONRPD
o Recordable Video Output For mat

* The keyboard allowvs further reference annotation to)
be made on the screen. Alarm Facilities:

Enables the detection and tracking of sonar targets
% Control Modes: which satisfy selectable predetermined parameters

The following control modesare a ,a;e to the sc s

cperator accessed va ICONS e Amplitude/ Threshold
e GanLa Target Size

* Transmision Pohore plrCotn

e Scan Po-.tin By selection, the operator maiy be prucscilcd wth
%*Crompa s Corrvct o, n Cilair

0 R ange e Alairm CotcsOl
* a : * uiiar Plus Alarm Contacts

* * [3com Tit
Sn ar c.~s t., ic alarili tin(gring rn~jy tic Ocii &d wis

* cmU .:' 'j tjight sc2rirAt~,CStic ,/irc of a 'i jj LaX ta ri



SEABED SURVEILLANCE SONAR MODEL AS370

Systemisation
Features:

Multiple Underwater Units - For installations
requiring extensive underwater coverage a number
of underwater units may be control!ed by a s'rfgle
surface unit.

*. Complete System
Integration:

By use of standard computer interfaces, the AS370
surface control unit may be controlled remotely
a~lowing integration into larger suv eilance systems

Mechanical PPI SONAR DISPLAY

Construction:

The transducer array rotates within an acoustcally
transparent GRP dome which prevents marine
growth forming on sensitive array surfaces All
components exposed to seawater are manufactured
in GRP P%'C or stainless steel material. As an
additional precaution, the dome can be filled with
clear, fresh water prior to final seabed installation

SECTOR SCAN SONAR DISPLAY

Cable:

The interconnecting cable is constructed with
combined electrical and optical fibre conductors
supported by a Kevlar stressmember and finished in
an outer jacket of polyurethane. Cable is terminated
in a strain bearing connector to suit customer length
requirements. Single cable lengths of up to 6Km

• may be used. However, this can be increased by
means of inline signal repeaters

Cable Handling
Equipment:

A sip ring hand winch is availahbe on reque_,t for site
O, tost work purposes Also storj reels lo fl!

s:te installatlon work.
% CABLE TERMINATION
%

JOHN BROWN
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SEABED SURVEILLANCE SONAR MODEL AS370

SPECIFICATION:

Sonar Physical

Beampartern 4'x 6' Underwater Unit
Range 50, 100,200, 500, 1000m Depth Rating 60m
Transmission Power . Variable.
Scan : Sector or Continuous Height 1900mm
Transmission Pulse Variable. Diaete 1549mm
Gain Law Vanable or Auto
Beam Tilt • +15' Display Unit
Sonar Transmission PCM, CHIRP, DOPPLER.

NModes Dmnin 7m iex45mhg
x 515mm deep

Display Weight 56kg

RGB Colour Monitor. Power 220-240V, 50/60Hz 500VA
PPI North Corrected Display. Cable Combined electrical/Fibre

Control Tracker Ball, Icon and Menu. optic with Kevlar Stress
Features Target Zoom. member.

":-, :Intruder Alarm. Weight 40Kg/i0Cm.
* : Range and Bearing Cursor.

Recordable TV Format.
Alarm Thresholds Variable.
Alarm Inhibit any area on
screen.

UDI Group Ltd

UDI is part of John Brown Engineers and
Constructors who are a wholly owned Subsidiary of
Trafalgar House PLC dedicated to development in
the field of Subsea Technology. The Company
supplies high resolution sonar and television to the

offshore and military markets. Engineering activitiesinclude the development and operation of Subsea
work systems such as the Trenching and Cable
Burial System. Operations also include a survey
division with considerable experience in offshore

* positioning, navigation and sonar surveys

or" %°

udl GROUP UMITED

A1'1.':e'e' A32 8., ________
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Udi* GROUP LIMITED
*SONAR SYSTEM AS380

MULTI-ROLE SURVEILLANCE
AS3 0

CONTROL CONSOLE

9PLAY

Introduction"O MoMlADpIymn

The AS380 is a sophisticated multi'role SursC,8ance sysem The AS380 underwater unit may be deployed from a ship or
designed for either permanent installation or mobile deployment helicopter to provide a mobile search facility. The unit is lowered
The system comprises an underwater unit with rotating multiple- int the water by its umbilical from a hand or electric slip ning
array transducer assembly and a single operator Controiled winch. To prevent contact of the underwater unit with the seabed.
console State o1 the Art electronics and signal processing an echo sounder provides an audible warning and altitude
techniques plus the latest ideas for operator control are combined measurements at heights of Less than 30m. Depth, temperature

5"in fthe AS380 to give an extremely versatile system which is and sound velocity measurements are also continuously
silmple to use and requires minimum operator training displayed.
rhe extensive control and monitoring facilities enable the sonar

*performance to be optimised to suit any mediumilong range Permanent Deployment
Surveiance requirements within the scope of the system For permanent installation the underwater unit is fitted with a

Two basic scan modes are available - detection mode and subsea buoy and mooted to a seabed fixture via its umbilical.
classd caton mode. In the detection mode t.he system can The control console can be left unmanned whie the system

per.,orm a comparatively fast general purpozse searr iur looks'for intruders An alarm is aulomatca.; raised if an intruder
stal~orary or moving targets up to 3Km awayj is detected Allernalvely the many facilius 0l the Sslern enable
The c~ass~fication mode enables further, mote cc ud. s more careful manned monitoring of the scene

ctlargets witra a range of I Kr The bstelur (,a acc i

a isten o, ,ass.e modAe! reiO(~id ai.v a Uet- UDI Group Ltd
estlr-a:cn cf auc,;le manrin noise YwJhn !!c vJi'LW is pafi of heo vwordij~ir [i~nuij C0.

Fui 7er s,.0-mod es such as Lr.,mehc~f lri)... fiJ.4crJ l Tj tihL Them PC mar du 4.e os righ reCpm ..:.m! ~on andbe~

so.-r - ceAOn. tempera: jre aicd heght meas r~ernuris are r< 'edTh oprys, uhin&wfai
i .5f lite otishore ard! m. ir1 nm1: v~s Ern, i~ue'rng

IC1!es ir,- c,) the n~~ nla,-,,.; Si iut -)a A,<rk
Typical Applications

% N .a f) betecton e' c .. rs urisr .r c i ZiI ,r.sur

U ' irmder Cerecton) (D~ki'5 E Oil Pa' in ,e i n Ser1pr n".ri.~tn arid' sonlar Suf'Lys

U Sa;,vag~e Gpera!nons
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AS 380 DEPLOYMENT METHODS

Control Console Underwater Units

*Shipboard/Seabed Helicopter Depth Rating 60m 250m
Deployment Deployment Temperature - 10 to +40CC - 10 to + 40'c

C, Ccsruc:ton Single Operator SrngieCpera:or Helicopter Deployment 11QOKg'

Console Conscein open ShpDepoG)rnent I 20Kg* cog
frame conStructon Omnensons 1520 x 720rm 15210 x 720mm

Dimnensons 1770 x 750 x 990
W~eight 150Kg 'ANI wegr~s quoted are in air

Monitors RGB 750 line ROB 750 line
resolution resokt~on Features

SpeifcatonDetection Mo-de 3600 coverage
Specification___________________ Charp and Doppier

0ACOUSTIC Doppler filtering

Detecion. Mode: Classficaton Mode Target Scanning

Frequency 5OkHz Zoom

Bearnpattern Honzonlal 300 Vertical 100 nrae anerslto
Modulation FM (Chirp) CW (Doppler).srvMoeHgsnsfvt

0 R..se .onVariable Bearing

0 SetorCoveage Any 00 n 300 o 360 cotnu~.sBathymetric Mode Velocrt y/Temperature/Deptts'Attitude

Range 1CX)/2tXMl3CX)m Additional Features Optimisation of receiver gain and
transmitted sonar paramefcre

Class~fcation Mode. Compass compensated PPI dispvy

Frequency 50kiiz Tnt and water leak sensors

* Bearnpatlern Hor zonta riY u[253fC System and umbilical integrity monitoring

*Sector S~ze V'ariat6e Control Features rSystem controt is fully programmable
Pang 2St5~f~c(~Dand is presented to the operator via

~f~mr:;&r % 5 stij ICUNs, arid menus Control is

r-Ss e Mdode Au~io bandbykyxaJccusi

Senso-r Depth,7im,-era~ure. A'ttude, nr~eet~r

, ., Comoasr.Speed or Sound

* * udi GROUP LIMITED
~0 Cenin Road

Brieg of Dono y.~'
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udi GROUP LIMITED
HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING SONAR MTM

MULTI-TARGET MARKING SYSTEM MODEL 2071

SONAR DISPLAY AREA

,CUSOR RANGE
$2 3. AS SELECTED AT

/~~~CRO 70,/w,,. ,,,\, I CUR.SORTE.XT
X, MRKERRANGEF AND BEARiNG Of THE\CURSOR OITR RUNPCT TO THEOPIC4N (114CURSOR kOCfI OR rf

MARACAR (114 UMB(R &AOOEI

MARKER TEXT
RANGE AND SfAAP4G C.J 1NE
MARKER MTN4 RESPECT TO

//TNE O-0

COLOUR SCALE
SCALE Of COLOURS USED

NORM FO THE I eNrEiSnES

CURSOR CONTROL UNIT

Multi-Target Marker and bearing measurements of the cursor with
The Multi-Target Marking system compi ising of respect to the origin or marker, and ', the
a Video and Cursor Control Unit, is designed marker or markers with respect to the origin. All
for use with the range of UDI Multiplexed text is displayed on the right side of the display
Scanning Sonar Systems and provides an together with a reference colour scale for use
efficient means of making distance and bearing with colour sonar graphics.
measurements of sonar targets displayed.
When used in conjunction with the Multi-Target
Page Store Option (Model No. 2027-3001) the
MTM system is capable of storing four screen UDI Group Ltd.
displays. The unit simply plugs into the rear ,f UDI is part of John Brown Engineers and
the Surface Control Unit and, in conjunction ConstrLctors who are a wholly owned
with special software within the system, Subsidiary of Trafalgar House PLC dedicated to
enables display of a moveable cursor, and up development in the field of Subsea Technology.
to five labelled markers and associated text. The Company supplies high resolution sonar
Pushbuttons at the top of the unit enable the and television to the offshore and military
cursor and marker or markers to be selected markets. Engineering activities include the
-"nd when used with model 2027-3001 allow development and operation of Subsea work
pages of the display to be stored or recalled. A systems such as the Trenching and Cable
trackerball enables the cursor to be moved. Burial System. Operations also include a
The appropriate text frame is displayed survey division with considerable experience in
automatically when the cursor or markers are offshore positioning, navigation and sonar
selected. This text frame provides the distance surveys.

JOHN BROWNH



HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING SONAR MTM

MULTI-TARGET MARKING SYSTEM MODEL 2071
CURSOR CONTROL UNIT, SPECIFICATIONS Marker

(Single Mode) X set by cursor
Parameters Specification pushbutton

Marker
Dimensions (Multip~e Mode) Up to five numbered
Operational :216 (L) x 121 (VV) x 7 6 mm (H) markers set by cursor
Weight pushbutton on each of the
Operational :1.4kg four displays

InusText :Cursor and marker
Inputsdistance and bearingPower Supply :5Vdc maueet

Outputs maueet
Control Signals :TTL levels (see section 4) Display Reso~lution: Resolution is the same for
Connector :9way'D'type both European and

Cabl : 8corescrenedAmerican formats. The
Opertorcontolsfollowing figures assumeOpertorContolsthe origin is shifted.

Cursor pushbutton: Enables cursor and text Rne eouin
display l~ .5

*Store pushbutton :Stores current sonar and 100m 0.45m
text display2m O.9

Review
pushbutton :Recalls any one of four lOin 0.05mi

previous sonar and text
-. ~displays All specfcatons and information are based on Current dalea o1go

Trackerball :Moves cursor publicationapproval. U01 reserve the right without no tl,CI onf obligation

Display ongoing pr'0duCt improveernt programme.

Cursor :+moved by trackerball January 1987

CURSOR curlsof
0000. 67406

000d 41 4

NORM

CURSORAT CINT RE CURSOA I AAA AI At 6364oa

7cunscir cunol
1%70 53.- 110o0..
a2051. 3126

//PI 444?

205~20 
?1X/,i

/ 96 35-.
(A 0-//

4*. equece o evnts sing5 maker
NOMM

Udi GROUP UMAITED
DeInmore Road
Bridge of Dan
Aberdeen AB? 8JW

*Telephone(0224)703551 Telex 72i361 Fax 82 1339 JOHNEIROWvN

b~%



UCIEGROUP LIMITED
HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING SONAR

AS360 M-SERIES OPTIONS

Sonar Systems

Option Part No. AS360 M AS360 MS1(A) AS360 MS5

% Stand Alone Monochrome Display 2081 Yes Yes Yes
19" Rack Mount Monochrome Display 2085 Yes Yes Yes

Stand Alone Colour Display 2088 Yes Yes Yes

Integral Enclosure (Surface Unit & 19" 2089 Yes Yes Yes
Display)

Multitarget Marking Cursor Control 2071 Yes Yes Yes

* Unit

Multitarget Page Store 2027 -3010 Yes Yes Yes

Heading Sensor 2370 Yes Special* No

200 metre Cable Assembly 2421 Yes Special* Special*

Transducer Sealing Hood 2331 -1007 Yes No No

Alternative Underwater Housings Yes Yes No

Future Release

RS232 Data Interface Yes Yes Yes

IEEE488 Data Interface Yes Yes No

High Rasolution Graphics Display Yes Yes No

.Contact UDI

l Options UDI Group Ltd
UDI now offer the above options to compliment UDI is part of John Brown Engineers and
and extend the versatility of the AS360 M-series Constructors who are a wholly owned
of high resolution scanning sonars. Subsidiary of Trafalgar House PLC dedicated to

development in the field of Subsea Technology.

4 o .

%'-
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HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING SONAR

AS360 M-SERIES OPTIONS

Stand Alone Monochrome Display Part No. 2081 Multi Target Marking CursorControl Unit
A high resolution 9 inch black and white monitor Part No. 2071
housed in a rugged aluminium spiashproof A multi target marking system providing accurate
enclosure. The monitor provides the optimum range and bearing measurements of displayed
display to match the sonar performance. sonar targets. Two modes of operation allow for the
All connections are accessed via a front panel and measurement to a cursor and up to 'five marked
features include a contrast enhancement filter targets from the sonar or alternatively the relative
Power Supply :110/240V AC Auto Voltage Select range and bearing between two targets. The cursor
Dimensions : 410(W) x 335(H) x 485(D)mm control unit enables the display and movement on
Weight •23Kg screen of a cursor. The position of the cursor and

subsequent marked positions appear as range and
19 Inch Monochrome Display Part No. 2085 bearing information on screen and to the right of the
Same as above but configured for 19 inch rack sonar picture.
mounting. * four targets it heading sensor installed.
Power Supply : 110/240V AC Auto Voltage Select
Dimensions "483(W) x 266(H) x 425(D)mm

.. Weight :14Kg Multi Target Page Store Part No. 2027 - 3010
Used in conjunction with Model 2071 (as above)

Stand Alone Colour Display Part No. 2088 additional display memory enables up to four
A high resolution 13 inch RG8/Composite colour separate pages of sonar Information to be stored
video monitor housed in a rugged aluminium and reviewed.
splashproof enclosure with all input and output
connections accessed via a front panel.
The high bandwidth of the monitor is matched to Heading Sensor Part No. 2370
the sonar performance and provides optimum A magnetic fluxgate heading sensor provides
display of the colour RGB sonar information, compass information which after transmission is
Features include monitor auto selection of displayed on screen as either "text" only, "North up"
composite video (PAL/NTSC) inputs, corrected display mode only or "text" and "North
Power Supply : 110/240V AC Auto Voltage Select up" display mode combined.
Dimensions :570(W) x 465(H) x 520(D' mm
Weight : 36Kg
(Display can be supplied with a standard 19 inch Interconnect Cable Assembly Part No. 2421
rack mount). For the interconnection of the underwater unit to the

surface control unit. The assembly comprises of 200
Integral Enclosure Part No. 2089 metres of cable un storage reel and a 20 metre deck
Housing the high resolution 13 inch RGB/Composite cable.
colour video monitor (as above) and surface control The assembly is used for all general purpose
unit model the integral enclosure provides an "all in applications where ROV umbilical integr3tion is not
one" surface control and display operating station. required.
Built in a rugged aluminium splashproof enclosure
all input and output connections with accessed via a
front panel.
Power Supply : 110/240V AC Auto Voltage Select Transducer Sealing Hood Part No. 2331 -1007
Dimensions : 570(W) x 600(H) x 603(D)mm A sealing hood assembly housing the rotating
Weight ' 64.5Kg transducer array in a clean fluid medium. For use in

severe operating conditions to eliminate the ingress
of suspended silt or fine abrasive particles.

All soisclficationh end information we based on current (iota at the hme of
Publication agpO(vWi. Uot reserve the right without notification or obligation Underwater Housing
to change,. moJity and update designs and specifications 8pa t their Alternative underwater housings are available to
ongoing product iprovement programme.metcsorspifain.
February 1987. meet customer specifications.

.

UdIGRouP uMITED
Denmore Rood

S9Bridge of Don uoo,... ,6-1 ss..-s
Aberdeen AB2 &M
Telephon. (0224) 703551 Telex 73361 Fax 821339 JOHN BROWN
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SPECIFICATIONS

[ KLEIN S!,UTANKEOUS 100 kHz/53C' kiiz
DUAL FREQUENCY TO'AFISH - MODEL 422S-I01EF

The Klein Model 422S-101H.F is the most advanced to'fish in the industry. It

provides digitally controlled, simultaneous operation of both 100 kiz and 50C, kHz

side scan sonars, yet retains the physical characteristics of the cu:rent single

frequency towfish. The towfish contairns dual array transdu~ers wn.ich sen, :.

intensity 100 kHz and 52:0 kEz bursts of acoustic energy in fan shaped beaz. :C

either side of a moving vessel. The beams are narro-w In the horizotla u. a.2
cwi e in th vertical pla7a e. 'e . s z c the fish is a C.

,,.s'ng . ihch contains thI ransmitt r n, rece1v ng anc cz=zu n at cs, swit c:cnsvi

circuitry. The transmitters energize the transducers when a trigger i'9sc is
-' received from the shipboard recorder or transceIvr. The "St-Of ."- "'

.cise receiving circuits amplify the re:eived echoes and send them _p the ti' calie

-' to the recorr r. The commnications/swltchimg board receives digital signals fro=-

the surface recorder allowing full operational control of all transmitters and

receiving circuitry in the towfish. Klein to'fish feature comTletely modular

construction.

FEAT LRS:

-Fully compatible with all existing Klein Side Scan Sonar Systems.

--Proven Deep Tow Capability

All Klein Side Scan Sonar Towfish are rated to depths of 1000 Meters. Deep

operation has been proven in successful missions by the U. S. Navy and others.

Klein Towfish are also available rated to full ocean depth (12,000 meters). Please

contact us for details.U
-Streamlined
Klein Towfish feature clean hydrodynamic construction for minimum drag and

stability at all speeds.

-No Crosstalk

Special construction and electronic techniques help eliminate back radiation and

coupling so that one channel does not pick up signal from the other channel.

-Self-Contained Electronics

Built in transducer drivers and amplifiers (on easily accessible, replaceable
plug-in circuit boards) minimize the effects of cable loading on the signal output

* and help eliminate the effects of shipboard noise sources. No special tuning is
required if the cable length is altered.

-Breakaway Tail

Klein Towfish have stabilizing tail fins which are designed to break away in the

event of a snag. Standard fins are flat (Model 14100001) and a circular tail

shroud is available as an option (Model 402-403--Standard on Towfish Model

422S-I01EF)

--Rugged Construction
Klein standard Model 422S Towfish are constructed of solid, precision machined 316

stainless steel (including hardware) for extreme durability and corrosion

resistance. No castings or thin sheet metal are used.

KLEIN ASSOCIATES, INC. °"'"'Tem

r.',"/ UNDERSEA SEARCH AND SURVEY 0 ' ' "'"' " " c thJl ... I** "
Klein Drive Salem, New Hampshire 03079. USA .,,. "" * " ad K "'"" '"",. ,, . ,,
Phone: 603:893-6131 Telex: 94.7439 Cable: SONAR

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

%. .- -
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-Fully Modular
Klein Towfish feature easily replaceable transducers. The entire Towfish is fully
modular so that any part (including the tow point connections) may be easily
replaced in case of damage or wear. Individual towfish modules may easily be
mounted on manned or unmanned submersibles.

--Safety Attachment Points
Attachment points are provided in the rear and nose of the Towfish for various
kinds of safety rigging.

-Testing
Every Klein Towfish is run in for a minimum of eight hours and then tested and

- calibrated in our large acoustic test tank.

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

--K-Wing® Built-In Depressor
The Klein K-Wings I and K-WingS II Depressors attach directly to the Towfish. The
K-Wingss help improve the diving characteristics of the Towfish. The large K-Vanes
Depressor is also available. The K-Vane® attaches separately and is used for
deeper or faster towing. See separate data sheet for additional details.

0 -Built-In Relocation Pinger
*. An optional Pinger Beacon Attachment (Model 212-00100) may be attached to the

. Towfish. The Pinger activates automatically when the sonar is lowered in the water
and runs on its own internal battery. It can be used to locate the Towfish on the

- sea floor in case the tow cable should break. The Pinger has a detection range of
2000 to 4000 meters and a 30 day operating life. Klein Associates has a Pinger

*Beacon Underwater Locater Receiver available for use in emergency. A Pinger Test
*" Set is also available for checking the Pinger on the deck of the ship.

• 'MODEL 422S-101" TOWFISH SPECIFICATIONS

--Output Frequencies: 100 kHz 500 kHz

-Pulse Length: 0.1 M Sec 0.02 M Sec

--Horizontal Beam: 1 Degree 0.2 Degrees

1 -Vertical Beam: 40 degrees 40 degrees
* tilted down 10 degrees tilted down 10 degrees

below horizontal below horizontal

--Max. Range Per Ch: 300 to 500 Meters 50 to 150 Meters

-Acoustic Output: 228 DB Reference one 216 DB Reference one
mlcropascal at one meter micropascal at one meter

-Weight in Air: 59 lbs (26.5 KG)

--Length: 56 Inches (142.25 CM)

.-- Diameter 3.50 Inches (8.90 CM)

-Construction Material: 316 Stainless Steel

-Safety Line: Yes

--Depth Rating: 1,000 Meters
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KLEIN DIGITAL SONAR - SYSTEM 590
............ ME NEX T GENERA'TION

The Klein 590 scries of I'YDROSCAN Side Scan Sonar uand Sub-Bottom Profiling Systems is the most significant

- advance since we introduced the first seabed survcy systems two decades ago. The basic 590 System consists of the

Model 595 Graphic Recorder, the Model 422S-l0lltF Simultaneous Dual Frequency iOO kt1/500 kilz Side Scan Sonar

Towfish and a 100 Meter high-strength, lightweight multi-chunel Low cable. Each of ihesc components is new, and

they all represent the state-of-the-art in the sonar field. The 595 Graphic Recorder is controlled by a powerful

* microprocessor and inc:ludes a wide varicty of capabilities including image correction, record expahion, sophisticat,:d

annotation and menu-driven operation. A %ersitile display format allows the operator to print up to four channels with a

wide variety of options as listed in the Menu Options below. The 595 also features a totally new, fixed head, high

resolution, high speed, dry thermal printer in which each dot is individually addressed to produce 16 distinct gray

. shades. The system is designed to be easily expandable. For example, current Klein customers can obtain the 595 only

and use it with their present towfish and cable. N w customers can start out with a single frequency sonar towfish instead

of the dual frequency unit, and later, as the budget permits. expand the system with the dual frequency unit, the sub-

4" bottom profiler or other options.

Also included with each system is an A.C. Power Cord, a D.C. Power Cord, a Remote Event Mark Cable, a Tape Interface

.- " Cable Set, three rolls of Recording Paper and an Instruction Manual. The system is complete, and requires only a power

source to make the finest sonographs of the sea bed.

A wide variety of options and accessories are available for the 590 system including Sub-Bottom Profilers, alternative

* Side Scan Sonar Towfish, Microprofilcrs T , Multiplexers. Armored Cables, many Towing Accessories, the full-ocean
.r depth Klein SMARTFISH®, spares kits and tape recorders. Systems are available in modular form for mounting on

marned, tethered and autonomous underwater vehicles.

- MENU OPTIONS: SPECIFICATIONS:
DEFAULT VALUES ARE UNDERLIE CASE SIZE: 44.8 CM (17.6 IN) WIDE

RANGE SCALES: 12.5,25.37.5,50,75.IS150,200,250,
300. 400, 55.9 CM (22.0 IN) HIGH

.." 500. 600, 750 METERS 29.2 CM (11.5 IN) DEEP

"., SCALE LINES: OFF 5 10 15 20 25 50 METERS FRONT PANEL SIZE: 48.3 CM (19.0 IN) WIDE

. CHANNELS: 1 2 I 3 4 NOTE-CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT IS: 57.8 CM (22.8 IN) HIGH

"d' 11 2. 1: Port 100 kHz Side Scan WEIGHT: 22.7 KG (50 LBS)

3 I 4 2: Starboard 100 k'z Side Scas MOUNTING: STAND ALONE OR STANDARD 19 INCH

1 2 15 3: Port 500 kHz Side Scan RACK MOUNT, OPTIONAL RACK MOUNT CASE AVAILABLE

3 4 1 5 4: Starboard 500 kHz Side Scan MOUNTING ORIENTATION: ANY

5: Sub-Bottom Profiler POWER INPUT, SWITCHABLE A.C OR D.C.:

MAPPING MODE (Image Correction): FF ON A.C. 105-125 VOLTS OR 210-250 VOLTS,

- SOURCE: TAPE MONITOR FISH TAPE SWITCHABLE. 47-420 HZ.
ALTITUDE: AUTO 0.0 -75.0 METERS, MAN 0.0 -75.0 METERS SINGLE PHASE. 100 WATrS AV'ERAGE

- ALTITUDE ALARM: OFF QA 2-30 METERS D.C. 23-30 VOLTS (INPUT PROTECTED FROM
O SPEED: MANUAL 10 - 20.0 KNOTS REVERSE VOLTAGE OR OVERVOLTAGE),

EXTERNAL 1.0 -20.0 KNOTS 100 WATS AVERAGE
.", AUTO MARK: OFF. ON 0:10 - 10:00 IN 10 SEC. INCREMENTS RECORDING PAPER: DIRECT THERMAL, DRY.

EVENT COUNT: OFF UP DOWN ODORLESS, ARCHIVAL, BLACK AND WHITE
EVENT NUMBER: Q - 9999 WIDTH: 43.2 CM (17.0 IN)
SIDESCAN EXPAND: OEF ON LENGTH OF ROLL: 46 METERS (150 FEET)

* SIDESCAN DELAY: Q - 600 METERS IN 5 METER INCREMENTS DOT DENSITY: 8 DOTS/MM (203 DOTS/IN)
.4, SIDESCAN DISPLAY: 10 - 200 METERS IN 5 METER INCREMENTS OPERATING TEMPERATURE: Q0 C TO +500 C

-d PROFILER EXPAND: OFF ON
PROFILER DELAY: 0 - 600 METERS IN 1 METER INCREMENTS STORAGE TEMPERATURE: 400 C TO +800 C
PROFILER DILAY: 10 GRAY SCALE: 16 SHADES. DIGITALLY CONTROLLED- PROFILER DISPLAY: 10 - 200 METERS IN 5 METER INCREMENTS

-4TOWFISII (SIDE SCAN): 100 KIiZ 500 KHZ
NAVIGATION SOURCE: PARROT. LORAN-C. GPS. MINI RANGER. 0 00

TRISPONDER HORIZONTAL BEAMWIDTH 1°  020

- FAS'i FEED (Rapid Paper Advance) VERTICAL BEAMWIDTH 400 400

TIME: HH:MM:SS IN 24 HOUR FORMAT PULSE LENGTH, M1LLISEC 0.1 0.02

DATE: DD:MM:YY ACOUSTIC OUTPUT. DB.PEAK 228 216

TOWiFISii LENGTH: 145 CM (57 IN)

TOWFISiI WEIGHT IN AIR: 27 KG (60 LBS)

TOWFISH WEIGHT IN WATER: 23 KG (50 LBS)

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO ClANO; WIIOUT NOI/CE



SYSTEM FEATURES:
NEV DRY PAPIER GRAPHIC RI:ColZVI: The new 595 Graphic Recorder uses the latest dry thermal paper. This
plastic-based paper is icar resistant, scratehproof, odorless, archival and dimensionally stable. The 595 also features a
built-in take-up rccl and a paper cutter. If the Recorder runs out of paper, an alarm sounds and stops the printer. A stripe
toward the end of the paper roll also warns of low paper. Built-in power supplies allow the system to be opcratcd on the
A.C. mains or on a D.C. power source such as batteries.

USER FRIENDLY: The 590 System is extremely friendly to the operator. Sonar tuning is au:omatic through the use

of the unique Klein Automatic Digital H|ands Off-Tuning® , the most advanced side scan sonar tuning available (manual
tuning is available as an option). System control is superbly simple. All operating parameters are easily set up via a

- front-panel display menu and simple front-panel pushbuttons. The menu has default selections, so that the System is
fully up and running the first time it is turned on. A built-in, long-life lithium battery maintains the real-time internal

• .- quartz clock as well as all of the most recent menu selections if the System is turned off or if the power fails. The
operator can easily reset to the default settings if desired. The menu has automatic lockouts to help prevent impossible
settings.

FULLY CORRECTED OR UNCORRECTED RECORDS: The System automatically produces side scan sonar
'records which are fully image corrected for slant range and speed distortions. This enables the operator to assemble K-

MAPS® true-scale sonar mosaics. In this mode, the sonar data has the water column removed and the selected range
setting sets the exact width of the sea bed swath to be displayed. The ping rate is maintained at an optimum rate
to ensure as many pings on the target as possible (to maintain the excellent target detection and deliniation

." characteristic of Klein systems). The image produced is also aspect ratio corrected, with the vessel's towing speed being
either entered manually through the menu or externally from an RS232 interface to the navigation instruments on board
the vessel.. Altitude information is also entered either manually or it is extracted from the sonar signal with a tracking
Kalman' filter. Alternatively the System may be set to make uncorrected records for applications where the presence of
the water cotumn display is useful such as mid-water object search, fish location and gas seep detection.

DELAY AND EXPANSION: The System can delay and expand any portion of the sonar record over the full width of a
recording channel. Segments as small as ten meters can be displayed. This allows the Recorder to act as an electronic
"zoom lens" to expand an area of interest. For example, an interesting target at 300 meters range can be expanded so

*i that 10 meters of the sea bed fills an entire 8 inch wide displayed swath. Within that 8 inch width, the target is resolved

into almost 2000 pixels. In this manner, taped data may be played back and closely examined at leisure. Delay and
expand is provided independently for the sidescan and for the sub-bottom channels.

SOPHISTICATED ANNOTATION: Events may be annotated on the records in a variety of ways. Automatic event
marks may be placed at intervals ranging between 10 seconds and 10 minutes in 10 second increments. Manual events
are placed on record with either a button on the front panel, or with a remote event mark cable. Each event mark may be
accompanied by a variety of annotation. In its simplest form the event mark is a very thin horizontal line. This line
may have an event number associated with it. The event number is automatically incremented (or decremented). The
starting event number of a survey takes up where the instrument was last turned off (for those surveys which may take
many days), or it may be adjusted through the menu. Along with the event number may be included the time or date, the
scale line interval, and up to five lines of navigation or other external information.

SIMULTANEOUS DUAL FREQUENCY SII)I'] SCAN SONAR: The System has a built-in capability to operate
with the unique Klein Simultaneous Dual Frequency (100 kHz/500 kHz) Side Scan Sonar. The two frequencies truly
operate simultaneously, not alternately. This allows for extraordinary versatility in detection, classification and signal

* analysis. In keeping with Klein's philosophy of commitment to our customers, the new System is also compatible with
all existing Klein Side Scan Sonar Towfish, Sub-Bottom Profilers and MicroprofilcrsTm .

DIGITAL OR ANALOG INTERFACi:: The System has both digital and analog signal outputs so that it may be
interfaced to digital or analog tape recorders as well as computers and image processing systems. The System has auto-
ranging so that it will automatically adjust to the range setting of the taped data. Functions such as scale correction,
delay and expansion can be done in real time or can be performed in post-processing from taped data. Both the altitude
and the towing speed settings are recorded onto tape to allow the maximum flexibility in post-processing of recorded
data. Navigation instruments talk to the System through an RS232 interface with menu-selectable protocols. Simply
scroll to the Nay Source option in the menu and select the protocol from a number of possibilities including parroting,
GPS, Loran-C and more. The System takes care of stripping the incoming data of superfluous information, and leaves the
operator v 'th latitude and longitude, or lane numbers as appropriate.

e RUGGED AND SERVICEABLE: In keeping with the Klein tradition, the new 595 Graphic Recorder is extremely

rugged, reliable and servicable. Only the finest available components and construction techniques are used iluoughout.
Most plug-in electronics are easily accessible from the front panel. The System is designed to have a long mcan time to

* failure. In case of problems, the Recorder has internal diagnostics to aid in troubleshooting. For example, in case of a
, board failure the menu will be blanked out and the message "Printer Control Card not responding" will appear.
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WARRANTY: Klein Associates equipment is backed by a one year Limited WarTanty. A copy of our standard
Warranty is available on request.

RECORD INTERPRETATION Klein Associates has available a manual on
Side Scan Sonar Record Interpretation. Klein also offers fornial operator training courses. Contact us for dcrails.

KLEIN TECH NOTES: Klein HYDROSCAN ® clients are put on our mailing list to receive KLEIN TECH
NOTES. In this newsletter we advise our customcrs regarding system updating, special problems which may be
encountered, operational tips and other matters of interest.

Around the WorldNITELINE: A Nighttime Inquiry Telephone Emergency Line is Around the Clock
in effect at Klein Associates. Worldwide clients may reach key Klein 0 . .,...
technical and sales personnel on nights, weekends and holidays by
simply dialing the company's telephone number k603) 893-6131.
Trained operators will direct your call to appropriate personnel. The
emergency service starts at the close of our business day on weekdays
(typically 4:30 P.M.) and will remain in effect until the opening of
our business day the following morning (typically 8:00 A.M.) The
service is also ir effect every weekend (Saturday and Sunday), 1411eursaday.

holidays and other times our business is closed. 7 Days a week

TOWING ACCESSORIES: Klein offers a complete line of Towing Accessories including cable depressors,

towing winches, slip rings, termination kits, towing shock absorbers, snatch blocks, deck cables and strain members.
For more details, please ask for our Towing Accessories brochure.

ABOUT THE COMPANY: Since its founding in 1968, Klein Associates. Inc. has been a pioneer in the
development of side scan sonar, sub-bottom profilers and related instruments and accessories for undersea search and
survey. We design, manufacture and support equipment which has a worldwide reputation as the standard of excellencein the industry.

The Company has an experienced staff of technical personnel who are familiar with the demanding requirements of the
ocean environment. We are small enough to give you personal attention, yet big enough to give you excellent
service. We maintain an extensive inventory of spare parts ready for rapid air shipment to your location. We have
sales and service representatives in many key locations around the world. Several of these representatives have
systems and spare parts in stock for immediate delivery.

Our worldwide clients include Engineering Survey Companies, Geology Survey Departments, Hydrographic Surveyors,
Pipeline Companies, Oil Companies, Archaeologists, Marine Salvors, Port Authorities, Treasure Hunters, Universities,
Research Institutions, Submersible Operators, Environmental Consultants, the United States Navy, and many

,,. worldwide Navies.

Klein equipment has an extraordinary record of success. Our sonar systems have been used to help find the Titanic, the
Atocha, the Lusitania, the DeBraak. the llamil;on and Scourge, the Breadalbane, the Edinburgh, the Republic, the
wreckage of the Space Shuttle Challenger and countless others.

We have a 30,000 square foot facility which includes two large acoustic test tanks and a pressure vessel for simulating
deep ocean pressure.

In addition to our line of standard producLs, we invite customer inquiries for special systems or service. Please feel
U free to call on us for assistance in your application.
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KLEIN ASSOCIATES. INC. UNDERSEA SEARCH AND SURVEY

Klen Drye Saem. New Hampshe 03079. U.S A (603;893-6131 * Cable, SONAR* Telex: 947439

PRICE LIST FOR

MODEL 590 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

%' EFFECTIVE 17 JUNE 1987

F.O.B.

Salem, NH
Item U.S.Dollars

Model 595 Recorder - When Configured To Accept:

- 100 kHz/500 kHz Dual Frequency Side Scan and
3.5 kHz Profiler Data t41,325.00

- 100 kHz/500 kHz Dual Frequency Side Scan $39,203.00

* - 100 kHz or 500 kHz and 3.5 kHz Dual Frequency $35,490.00

- 100 kRz or 500 kHz Single Frequency $33,368.00

Model 422S-I01HF Dual Frequency Towfish $22,500.00

100 Meter Multi-Channel Lightweight Tow Cable 2,993.00

Longer lengths available at $15.93 per additional meter.

100 Meter Multi-Channel Armored Tow Cable 2,698.00*

Longer lengths available at $13.98 per additional meter.

*Armored Cable Cut and Reel Charge, per length 175.00S

* .1

0i.

, PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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